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Three days since election day, we still do not know the final outcome of our Presidential Election. And, since it is more than a month before the Electoral College meets, there is no reason to rush to a conclusion.

If our Democracy is to last, then every legal vote should be counted. And every vote cast in error, or illegally, should be thrown out. Period. Also, when the vote counts in states are extremely close, TV networks and news agencies, in a race to be first, should not take it upon themselves to coronate winners, while hundreds of thousands of votes have yet to be counted.

To that point, there is also no excuse for so many votes to still not have been counted days after the election. It is very clear, that many of the states in our country are painfully in need of more efficient ways to count ballots. Frankly, the slowness of this process is an embarrassment to our election process. We are almost a quarter of the way through the 21st century, but in some states, their vote counting is reminiscent of the 19th century. When states are slow to count votes, and when that slowness is centered around Democrat leaning counties, it leads to questions that undermine people’s faith in our election process. Americans must have faith in the outcome of the election. They would do well to look at our voting system here in Alabama, which our Secretary of State John Merrill has made, in my opinion, the best in the country.

Those improvements in other states will unfortunately come too late for Election 2020. That’s why until the votes are finally counted, we must remain vigilant that every American who casts a legal vote, has their vote counted. This process should not be considered complete, until we have a clear winner.
As I stated Friday, every legal vote should be counted. Presidential Elections are over when the votes are certified, and the Electoral College meets in December. President Trump has every right to legally challenge any state results and to seek a recount where appropriate.

11:55 AM · Nov 7, 2020 · Twitter Web App

It’s been a whole week since the election and votes are still being counted. That is unacceptable.

This slow count undermines the integrity of this election, especially since these votes are still trickling in from Democrat leaning counties.

It’s November 10th!

4:06 PM · Nov 10, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
https://twitter.com/Robert_Aderholt/status/1337205066516848648

Roberta Aderholt • @Robert_Aderholt • Dec 10, 2020

I’m proud to support this amicus brief filed with the U.S. Supreme Court to ensure the 2020 Presidential election was conducted fairly and without voter fraud. I signed onto the brief but a technical snafu in the sponsor’s office kept mine and several other members off the list.

@Robert_Aderholt

Replies to @Robert_Aderholt

The sponsor is working to have my name and others officially added tomorrow. I support this lawsuit 100%. Our democracy depends on free, fair and accurate elections. That is the bedrock of our democracy.

supremecourt.gov/DocketPDF/22/2...

8:18 PM • Dec 10, 2020 • Twitter Web App
https://twitter.com/Robert_Aderholt/status/1345735468399407104 – Highlights added by staff

Robert Aderholt • @Robert_Aderholt • Jan 3

Below is my statement on the Congressional role in certifying the electoral college vote, and specifically, how I plan to vote this week. I support the plan offered by @RepMoBrooks aderholt.house.gov/media-center/p...

Robert Aderholt • @Robert_Aderholt

Replying to @Robert_Aderholt

I also call on my colleagues in the House to support the plan put forward by @tedcruz, @TTuberville and others in the Senate to create a bicameral commission to examine this election.

9:15 AM • Jan 3, 2021 • Twitter for iPhone

"As Congress will soon be faced with the actual counting of various states' electoral votes for the next president of the United States on January 6, it is imperative that members of Congress, like myself, look to the United States Constitution, and to the Electoral Act of 1887, to know how we should move forward. From examining these documents on my own, it is clear to me that Congress has the final review of the electoral process and this is not just a ceremonial act.

"Therefore, based on the overwhelming questions that have been raised about moving forward with the approval of the electors from the states. I have come to the conclusion, and agree with my fellow Alabamian, Rep. Mo Brooks, along with several my colleagues, that there are too many reports of serious fraud for this not to be debated in the House and Senate.

"In addition, I also support the efforts by Texas Senator Ted Cruz, newly elected Alabama Senator Tommy Tuberville, and other Senators, to go a step further and create a bi-cameral commission to more closely examine the election results. Furthermore, I call on other members of the House of Representatives to join these efforts as well. We owe it to the American people to investigate what exactly transpired during this election year, and if state laws were broken by activist judges who decided to make election law on their own, No matter who is sworn in on January 20th, whether it be Joe Biden or Donald Trump, the winner needs to know, and should want to know, if the process was carried out fairly and according to individual state law, which the Constitution demands."
https://twitter.com/Robert_Aderholt/status/1346535997018923016

**Video:** “As I have recently stated, I plan to challenge the counting of votes from several states… Because of the COVID pandemic, some elected officials decided to change laws in their states. However, the U.S. Constitution clearly states that state legislatures are to set the laws regarding the selection of electors from their states.”

Wednesday I plan to challenge the electoral votes of Georgia, Michigan, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin. The video below goes into more detail as to why I feel these states' votes should be objected to.
Since my video post earlier today, I have also decided to challenge the electoral votes of Arizona and Nevada. So, that is six states (Arizona, Georgia, Michigan, Nevada, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin) I will be challenging tomorrow.
DAY OF –

https://twitter.com/Robert_Aderholt/status/1346962466320777216 (during riot)

**Video:** “Most of the people who were here in Washington today were here for that very purpose: to protest in peace. But some crossed the line.”

Here’s a short video I recorded commenting on what occurred today here at the Capitol.

6:30 PM · Jan 6, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone
MO BROOKS (R-AL-05)
Member, House Armed Services Committee; Member, House Science, Space & Technology Committee

PRE-INSURRECTION –

https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1324462101675606025

Count every LEGAL vote!

4:22 PM · Nov 5, 2020 · Twitter Web App
https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1324501794328875009

Audio: “But in a bigger sense, part of the problem is the uncertainty interjected into the election process by this early mailing of ballots en masse… The only weakness in the Alabama system is that you don’t really know if a person is an American citizen who can lawfully vote, and that’s because the Democrats out of Washington, D.C. have made it extraordinarily difficult for election officials to determine if a person is a United States citizen when they register to vote… Well of course Democrats want that kind of process because it has more vulnerabilities to election fraud. And the Democrats are renown for engaging in election fraud, voter fraud, election theft, however you want to categorize it… You don’t see the Democrats doing anything at all that minimizes the risk of election fraud, of non-citizens voting. Everything that the Democrats seemingly push for, creates another weakness that the criminal element that wants to steal elections can exploit… I have concerns about all of them… I’ll tell you right now, I don’t have confidence, if Joe Biden is reportedly elected President of the United States, I do not have confidence that the person who would be sworn in, was sworn in because that person in fact got the lawful votes needed to win the electoral college… based on all of the things I know about election theft and voter fraud from the past, coupled with how much easier it is to steal an election or engage in voter fraud with this system that the Democrats have been so successful in implementing around the country that has weakened my and a lot of other[s’] faith in the system.”

As a U.S. House member, I’m going to be very hesitant to certify the results of this election if Joe Biden is declared the winner under these circumstances b/c I lack faith that this was an honest election. Listen to my interview on @WVNN where I explain why.
@RepMoBrooks: ‘Democrats are renowned for engaging in election fraud’
By @sean_yhn

"Because I simply lack faith that this was an honest election, based on all of the things that I know about election theft and voter fraud..."

8:10 AM · Nov 6, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1325178622802448384

Mo Brooks ✡️
@RepMoBrooks

I urge @realDonaldTrump & Republicans to fight Biden’s unlawful victory claims. There’s no way I’ll vote in the House to ratify the Electoral College votes of states where illegal votes distorted the will of the people in those states who voted legally.
https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1326959691969257473

Mo Brooks @RepMoBrooks

Georgia hand recount worthless if illegal ballots are AGAIN counted, this time by hand.

History: recounts help #Socialist #Democrats far more often than half the time statistical probability says they should. Never forget Norm Coleman v Al Franken, etc.

Georgia to conduct full by-hand count of presidential race ballots, secretary of st... Georgia's secretary of state announced Wednesday that the state will conduct an audit of the 2020 presidential race, recounting by hand the millions of ballots cas... cnn.com

1:46 PM · Nov 12, 2020 · Twitter for iPad
https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1328754949694631945

**Video:** “The United States Constitution and federal law make Congress, not the Supreme Court, the judge of who wins presidential elections. Congress must first accept or reject state submissions of electoral college votes. If no candidate wins an electoral college vote majority, Congress, not the Supreme Court, votes on and elects the next President and Vice President of the United States.”

I kicked off a House Floor speech series today on election integrity’s importance to a properly functioning republic. The first speech in this series focuses on Congress’s decisive role in determining the outcome of presidential elections. More to come so stay tuned.
Mo Brooks
@RepMoBrooks

#FakeNewsMedia claims no facts supporting @realDonaldTrump election challenges.

Another one: Georgia “finds” 2,600 uncounted ballots in conservative county for 800 vote net Trump gain.

USA elections need safeguards #Socialist #Democrats oppose.
https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1328814226652225538

Mo Brooks 🥇
@RepMoBrooks

#FakeNewsMedia claims no facts supporting @realDonaldTrump election challenges.

Another one: TWO Californians arrested for MORE THAN 8,000 fraudulent voter registration applications!

Two #Socialist #Democrats. How many of the 8,000 did they vote for?

California: 2 Charged with Voter Fraud, Allegedly Submitted Registration Application...
Two individuals have been charged with voter fraud after allegedly submitting fraudulent voter registration applications on behalf of homeless people.

4:36 PM - Nov 17, 2020 - Twitter Web App
https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1329166754979991554

**Video:** “But in choosing the President, the vote shall be taken by states. The representation from each state having one vote and the majority of all the states shall be necessary to a choice… A majority of congressmen does not elect the President, rather the House votes by state delegations to elect the next President of the United States. If Congress rejects electoral college votes from states with election processes that are so badly flawed as to be unreliable and unworthy of acceptance, House Republicans control the election of the next President of the United States… In sum, the history and law are clear. Congress, not the Supreme Court, determines who wins or loses presidential elections.”

This morning, I delivered the latest in my House floor speech series on Constitutional and federal statutory law that gives Congress (NOT the Supreme Court) final and total control over who wins, and who loses, presidential elections.
https://twitter.com/JanJekielek/status/1329193499086950400 (retweet)

Disallow: Mo Brooks Retweeted

Jan Jekielek
@JanJekielek

“Congress has the absolute right to reject the submitted electoral college votes of any state...” @RepMoBrooks told me.

“And I’m not going to put my name in support of any state that employs an election system that I don’t have confidence in.”

Rep. Brooks: Congress Has ‘Absolute Right’ to Reject a State’s Electoral College Votes
Rep. Mo Brooks (R-Ala.) said that the final outcome of the presidential election may be decided according to...
@theepochtimes.com

5:43 PM · Nov 18, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1329513311138967555

**Video:** “All Republics depend on election processes that give candidates and citizens confidence that results accurately reflect voter will. Unfortunately, America’s election process has systemic weaknesses that too often allow voter fraud and election theft and fail America… Today, I share my personal experience as a voter fraud and election theft target… Naively trusting America’s election system. That trust was soon shattered… Democrats had motive. Democrats had opportunity. Democrats had control. Democrats rigged the voting machines. Fortunately, despite the attempted election theft, we still won with 57 percent of the vote. Every candidate and every American has an absolute right to an election system that stops voter fraud, prevents election theft, and accurately records only lawful votes cast by eligible American citizens.”

In my most recent House Floor speech, I share my personal experience as a voter fraud & election theft target when, in 1982, as a Republican candidate for Alabama House District 18, Democrats sought to steal the election by rigging voting machines.
Video: “The United States Congress has the absolute right to reject the submitted electoral college votes of any state, which we believe has such a shoddy election system that you can’t trust the election results that those states are submitting to us – that they’re suspect. And I’m not going to put my name in support of any state that employs an election system that I don’t have confidence in.

"Congress has the absolute right to reject the submitted electoral college votes of any state...[if we] can’t trust the election results that those states are submitting to us," says @RepMoBrooks on @AmThoughtLeader

PREMIERE 7pm ET: ept.ms/repbrooks
MORE presidential election voter fraud evidence. Expert witness & mathematician Stephen Miller SWORN AFFIDAVIT re Pennsylvania:

40,875+ ballots requested for registered Republicans BY SOMEONE ELSE!

48,522+ Republican returned ballots NOT COUNTED!

https://justthenews.com/sites/default/...
8:48 AM · Nov 20, 2020 · Twitter for iPad

https://twitter.com/SecretsBedard/status/1329815831329517571 (retweet)

Here’s how Trump wins: Take fight to House where rules favor GOP.

@RepMoBrooks -- "We know the results are wrong. What we don't know is how bad wrong."
IMHO, Joe Biden DID NOT win lawful vote majority in Georgia.

Per its right & duty, Congress should reject any Georgia submission of 16 electoral college votes for Joe Biden.

That is EXACTLY what I hope to help do.

See below lawsuit for more! SORDID!

docdroid.com/e3rhDCz/compla...

Election officials have certified Joe Biden as the winner of the U.S. Presidential election

11:14 AM · Nov 27, 2020 · Twitter for iPad

https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1334215729579773953

Yep😊

Sarah Ferris @sarahnferris · Dec 2, 2020

"Rep. Mo Brooks (R-Ala.) has been telling colleagues and allies that he plans to challenge the Electoral College votes when Congress officially certifies Joe Biden’s victory on Jan. 6"

extra-scoopy huddle today from @MZanona politico.com/newsletters/hu...

2:19 PM · Dec 2, 2020 · Twitter Web App
Mo Brooks plans to challenge Electoral College vote

The Alabama Congressman said he is looking for a Senate Republican to join with him.

al.com

12:05 PM · Dec 2, 2020 · Twitter Web App
https://twitter.com/carriesheffield/status/1334190420411244544 (retweet)

 REPORT: Rep. Mo Brooks plans to challenge Electoral College vote on January 6 due to claims of ballot fraud. Effort requires at least one member from House and Senate to challenge the results of the Electoral College. Read @JustTheNews @RealAmVoice here: justthenews.com/politics-polic...
https://twitter.com/dcexaminer/status/1334199369587896321 (retweet)

Mo Brooks Retweeted

Washington Examiner
@dcrexaminer

@RepMoBrooks is preparing a challenge to the Electoral College returns when Congress counts the votes:

"In my judgment, if only lawful votes by eligible American citizens were cast, @realDonaldTrump won the Electoral College by a significant margin..."
Report: Rep. Mo Brooks Says He’ll Challenge Electoral College Vote If It Confirms Joe Biden As President
dlvr.it/RmsQsQ
GOP Rep. Mo Brooks to challenge certification of electoral college votes - oann.com/gop-rep-mo-bro... #OANN
https://twitter.com/JustTheNews/status/1334229582250209287 (retweet)

Mo Brooks Retweeted
Just the News
@JustTheNews

@RepMoBrooks plans to challenge Electoral College vote on Jan. 6, report #JustTheNews @S0phieMann1

Rep. Mo Brooks plans to challenge Electoral College vote on Jan. 6, report “This election was stolen by the socialists engaging in extraordinary voter fraud and election theft measures,” said the Alabama Republican.

justthenews.com

3:14 PM · Dec 2, 2020 · Hootsuite Inc.

https://twitter.com/aldotcom/status/1334230719481176068 (retweet)

Mo Brooks Retweeted
AL.com
@aldotcom

Alabama Congressman Mo Brooks plans to challenge Electoral College vote. trib.al/VVHwgsd

3:19 PM · Dec 2, 2020 · SocialFlow
Mo Brooks planning to challenge Electoral College votes, claims "Donald Trump won the Electoral College by a significant margin, and Congress’s certification should reflect that." [link](https://hill.cm/QDns05h)

BIG House floor speech by me on Socialist Democrat election theft shortly after 10 am ET today. 4th in my speech series on the presidential election. Watch on @cspan TV or online. [c-span.org](http://c-span.org)
https://twitter.com/TheDaleJackson/status/133450735095101443 (retweet)

Mo Brooks Retweeted
DaleJacksonBooks.com
@TheDaleJackson

Dale: You are a no on certification of the Electoral College votes, what could change your mind?

@RepMoBrooks: Nothing at this point.

NOW ON @WVNN.

#alpolitics

9:38 AM · Dec 3, 2020 · TweetDeck

https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1334526700105904129

Mo Brooks
@RepMoBrooks

My pleasure, Mr. President. Joe Biden must not be allowed to "win" election by "buying" illegal alien block votes via amnesty & citizenship promise to 11+ million illegal aliens.

IMHO, if only lawful votes by eligible Americans counted, you won electoral college & reelection.

twitter.com/realdonaldtrum...
https://twitter.com/foxnewsradio/status/1334625850310807552 (retweet)

Rep. Mo Brooks (R-AL): We Have Some Leads In The Senate To Challenge Electoral College Vote
dlvr.it/RmxkL8
https://twitter.com/yhn/status/1334623873749438464 (retweet)

@RepMoBrooks on Thursday received public plaudits from @realDonaldTrump after a fiery floor speech.
Joined @foxnewsradio’s Fox Across America with @jimmyfailla today to discuss how Democrats have made it illegal for America’s voter registrars to request information needed to prevent illegal voting by illegal aliens.
https://twitter.com/EpochTimes/status/133465113286666496 (retweet)

Mo Brooks Retweeted
The Epoch Times
@EpochTimes

“This election was stolen by the socialists engaging in extraordinary voter fraud and election theft measures.”

@RepMoBrooks confirmed he is planning to challenge the #ElectoralCollege’s votes when Congress certifies the #Election on Jan. 6.

7:10 PM · Dec 3, 2020 · Buffer
NOW [8:00PM ET]: Rep. Mo Brooks plans to challenge Electoral College votes if they certify Joe Biden. The Congressman lays out his plan on STINCHFIELD:

https://twitter.com/newsmax/status/1334660649381715969 (retweet)

https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1334676923847471109

And #Socialist #Democrats & #FakeNewsMedia want to deceive America into believing “there is no evidence of voter fraud”. #Nevada court evidence has identified, SO FAR: 90,000 illegal votes cast. PART OF TOTAL:

https://twitter.com/NevadaGOP/status/1334676923847471109

Update:
We have submitted the following evidence to the court:
-Almost 8k ballots cast by voters with addresses that are physically non-existent
-Appx 15k voters registered to vacant or commercial properties that cast ballots

Show this thread

8:52 PM · Dec 3, 2020 · Twitter for iPad
Will #Socialist #Democrats confess? Or #FakeNewsMedia tell the truth?

The remaining itemization of 90,000 votes ILLEGALLY cast in Nevada, that have been identified in court SO FAR:

- 2,468 votes by voters that legally changed their address to another state or country
- Appx 42k voters who voted twice in NV
- Appx 1,500 voters listed as deceased by the SSA
- Almost 20k NV voters with a non NV mailing address
- Appx 6k USPS flags on vacant addresses

Show this thread

8:54 PM · Dec 3, 2020 · Twitter for iPad
HORRID!

In #Georgia, #Socialist #Democrat "poll workers" order GOP poll watchers to leave & THEN CAUGHT ON VIDEO dragging out suitcases hidden under table, full of ballots. They then STUFF ballots into voting machines for TWO HOURS!

#FakeNewsMedia question: See voter fraud yet?

Caught on candid camera...

Fulton County supervisors in Georgia tell poll workers, press and observers to leave the room...

And then pull out SUITCASES of ballots.

Say it with me... F R A U D.

WHERE IS THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE??
Social Media Review

https://twitter.com/newsmax/status/1334686360205053955 (retweet)

**Video:** “No vote from any state in the electoral college is official until it’s submitted by that state to the United States Congress. And for emphasis, while the federal courts and the Supreme Court have a role to play, they are not the final decision makers. … It’s the United States Congress that has total domain over all election disputes involving races for the House of Representatives, United States Senate, and the President of the United States. … Whatever we decide governs no matter what the federal courts have decided.”

Mo Brooks Retweeted

Newsmax
@newsmax

"It will get to Congress" - Representative Mo Brooks details his plan to challenge the Electoral College. @realDonaldTrump [with Newsmax TV's @Stinchfield1776 nws.mx/tv]
GOP AL Rep Mo Brooks on Fox on challenging electoral college results on Hse flr: I'm going to do it, quite frankly, because in my judgment, we are witnesses to the largest voter fraud and election theft, theft effort in the history of the United States of America.

6:55 AM · Dec 4, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

Rep. Mo Brooks draws Trump's praise on Thursday after delivering another fiery floor speech.
https://twitter.com/FoxFriendsFirst/status/1334860643636289541 (retweet)

Video: “Well, I’m going to do it quite frankly because, in my judgement, we are witnesses to the largest voter fraud and election theft effort in the history of the United States of America. … The evidence that I’ve seen is overwhelming that the socialist Democrats have gone nonstop to engage in voter fraud and election theft and we have to stop it on behalf of our country. … who also want to protect the sanctity of the election system in the United States of America, which has been horribly undermined by Joe Biden, his campaign, and the socialist Democrat effort to take over this country away from us freedom loving Americans.”

“THIS IS THE WORST ELECTION THEFT IN THE HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES.” - Alabama Congressman @RepMoBrooks says he’ll challenge the Electoral College vote when Congress convenes after the holidays to finalize the election results.

9:02 AM · Dec 4, 2020 · Hootsuite Inc.
https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1334868489870462979

**Video:** “I think it’s getting to be pretty clear that this election has more voter fraud than any presidential election in the history of the United States of America. And, quite frankly, it’s by design on the part of the Democrats. They have created these huge weaknesses that have made it so easy for them to steal votes – and you went through some just a moment ago. …

It is the duty of the United States Congress to be the final judge and jury of whether to accept or reject Electoral College submissions by states, and to elect who the president and vice president of the United States.
https://twitter.com/SecretsBedard/status/1334926246820651015 (retweet)

Mo Brooks Retweeted
Paul Bedard @SecretsBedard

20 House GOP demand AG Barr investigate ‘suitcases’ of ballots in Georgia.

@RepMoBrooks 'The evidence is overwhelming that Georgia’s election process has been corrupted by voter fraud and election theft.'

https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1334929771126542339

Mo Brooks @RepMoBrooks

Read this!

Paul Bedard @SecretsBedard · Dec 4, 2020
20 House GOP demand AG Barr investigate ‘suitcases’ of ballots in Georgia.

@RepMoBrooks 'The evidence is overwhelming that Georgia’s election process has been corrupted by voter fraud and election theft.'

washex.am/37yNsZe

1:37 PM · Dec 4, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
@RepMoBrooks is leading some 20 House Republicans demanding Attorney General William Barr open an investigation into the Georgia election.

20 House Republicans demand Barr investigate ‘suitcases’ of ballots in Georgia
Some 20 House Republicans, showing dissatisfaction with the Justice Department’s lax approach to national charges of voting fraud, demanded today...

1:37 PM · Dec 4, 2020 · SocialFlow
"This election was stolen by the socialists engaging in extraordinary voter fraud and election theft measures."

@RepMoBrooks confirmed he plans to challenge the #ElectoralCollege's votes when Congress certifies the #Election on Jan. 6.
https://twitter.com/cnsnews/status/1334950372356579332 (retweet)

The evidence I’ve seen is overwhelming that the Socialist Democrats have gone nonstop to engage in voter fraud & election theft & we have to stop it on behalf of our country. @RepMoBrooks @FoxFriendsFirst @FoxNews

 Ala. Rep.: ‘Growing Number’ of House Members Contesting ‘Socialist Democrat E... Rep. Mo Brooks (Screenshot) Due to what he believes is “the largest voter fraud and election theft effort” in U.S. history, Congressman Mo Brooks (R-Ala.) says he...

cnsnews.com

https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1334973210895462400

TUNE IN: Tonight at 7:10 pm ET I’ll join @marthamaccallum live on @FoxNews to discuss what I’m confident is the largest election theft in US history & my objection to the House certifying Electoral College votes on Jan 6. #StopTheSteal2020

4:29 PM · Dec 4, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
https://twitter.com/jeff_poor/status/1334976075219300360 (retweet)

@RepMoBrooks: ‘Momentum Is Building Strongly in Favor of Fighting Various State Submissions of Electoral College Votes’ breitbart.com/clips/2020/12/... via @BreitbartNews

Rep. Mo Brooks: ‘Momentum Is Building Strongly in Favor of Fighting Various Sta... Friday, during an interview with Mobile, AL radio's FM Talk 106.5, Rep. Mo Brooks (R-AL) explained his plan to challenge the Electoral College vote, which | Clips breitbart.com

4:41 PM · Dec 4, 2020 · Twitter Web App
Mo Brooks 😂 @RepMoBrooks

😂 laughing but it’s really not funny

Paul Bedard 🐸 @SecretsBedard · Dec 4, 2020

Hey, our guy’s losing. Go get the suitcases.

20 House Republicans demand Barr investigate ’suitcases’ of ballots in Georgia, led by @RepMoBrooks with @RepAndyBiggsAZ and new Rep. @mtgreesenewshx.am/37yNsZ
Glad to have @RepBarryMoore as an ally in the fight to restore election integrity in America!
Social Media Review

https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1335227862631256068

Mo Brooks @RepMoBrooks

Watch this episode of Capitol Journal where I explain to host @DonDaileyAPT why I object to certifying Electoral College votes from states that have bad systemic flaws in their election processes.

Don Dailey @DonDaileyAPT · Dec 5, 2020
Latest (12/4) @CapitolJournal now online: @RepMoBrooks on opposing Electoral College vote ratification; @ALPublicHealth Officer Dr. Scott Harris & @ALhospitals CEO Dr. Don Williamson on virus fears; Jason Isbell with @ALBankers on biz strains. #alpolitics video.aptv.org/video/december...

9:21 AM · Dec 5, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1335367567079247872

Mo Brooks @RepMoBrooks

I’ve looked at the circumstances and I firmly believe this election has been stolen by the Socialist Democrats. I’m going to fight!

Republican congressman explains planned challenge to Electoral College results
A 133-year-old law intended to fix the problems raised by a previous contested presidential election could be employed to hand the 2020 presidential vote to...

6:36 PM · Dec 5, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
https://twitter.com/FRCdc/status/1335353762605649920 (retweet)

**Video:** “There are a number of systemic flaws in our election system that the general public is not aware of. … voter registrars are powerless to stop them due to the conduct of the socialist Democrats, who, in their quest for political power, are willing to support illegal voting and election theft. … what makes it even more egregious is that Joe Biden, on the October 22nd national presidential debate, solicited the support of that illegal alien block vote…”

@MoBrooks Retweeted

**Family Research Council ✔️**

@FRCdc

@RepMoBrooks Explains Why He Plans to Challenge the Electoral College Vote.

Rep. Mo Brooks Explains Why He Plans to Challenge the Elect... Mo Brooks, U.S. Representative for the 5th district of Alabama, joins Tony Perkins to discuss his plan to challenge the electora... youtube.com

5:42 PM · Dec 5, 2020 · Sprout Social
Some people can’t see the forest for the trees.

Left complains that “only” 10% of GOP Senators & Congressmen acknowledge Joe Biden won election.

I ask why do that 10% ignore compelling & overwhelming evidence of massive voter fraud & election theft?

Just 27 congressional Republicans acknowledge Biden’s win. Washington Post su...
Of the 249 Republicans in the House and Senate, 220 will not say who won the election, largely hiding from answering questions about Trump’s loss.

8:58 AM · Dec 6, 2020 · Twitter for iPad
Rep. Mo Brooks says he plans to challenge the Electoral College vote when Congress is expected to officially certify President-Elect Joe Biden’s victory on Jan. 6.

https://trib.al/gS1MqiA

I'm going to object to Electoral College certification in the House because in my judgement we are witness to the largest voter fraud and election theft effort in the history of the United States. Watch my interview on @FoxFriendsFirst!
https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1335603812153896960

**Video:** “The evidence is absolutely overwhelming in Nevada. Donald Trump won the state of Nevada if you only count lawful votes cast by eligible American citizens. Same thing is true in Georgia, same thing is true in Pennsylvania. In my judgement, if you could only count lawful votes cast by eligible American citizens, Donald Trump easily won the electoral college and is [in] line to be the next President of the United States. The evidence is there, you just have to look at it. I tend to focus on systemic problems associated with the election process… they’re willing to steal elections in order to acquire that dictatorial power, and by golly, it’s time for the American people to fight back.”

I’m absolutely convinced that this is the largest voter fraud and election theft in American history. I will object to the Electoral College vote certification in the House to protect our Republic from the Socialist Democrat take over. Watch my fiery interview on @newsmax TV!

⚠️ This claim about election fraud is disputed

10:15 AM · Dec 6, 2020 · Twitter Media Studio
https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1335611625705967624

**Video:** “I firmly believe this election has been stolen by the socialist Democrats, and I believe we ought to fight. And one Congressman from Alabama is going to fight. … We cannot allow this kind of massive election theft that we have seen across the board. And, I’m going to fight. Will there be others that join me? I sure hope so. … There are systemic flaws in our election system that have been very badly taken advantage of by the Joe Biden team and by the socialist Democrats that have resulted in a travesty of an election.”

---

Mo Brooks
@RepMoBrooks

No question it’s an uphill climb to do what is necessary to protect the sanctity of America’s election system. But, we never know who will win these political fights until we fight them. I’m going to fight! Watch my interview on @FoxNews!

10:46 AM · Dec 6, 2020 · Twitter Media Studio
https://twitter.com/carriesheffield/status/1335946884985352194 (retweet)

**Mo Brooks Retweeted**

Carrie Sheffield
@carriesheffield

LIVE NOW 9-10am EST: Congressman @RepMobrooks planning to challenge Electoral College with me this morning. Join our “Just the News AM” lineup as we break down latest headlines, including #votecount @josephweber19 @KayaJones

WATCH LIVE HERE, 9-10am EST: americasvoice.news
https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1335978459529678849

Mo Brooks ✅
@RepMoBrooks

TUNE IN: I’ll appear on @OutnumberedOT with @HARRISFAULKNER on Fox News today at 1:20 pm ET to explain my objection to certifying the Electoral College votes in the US House on Jan 6. I’m convinced we witnessed the largest election theft in American history.

11:04 AM · Dec 7, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/FaulknerFocus/status/1336036115913060353 (retweet)

Video: “Because the election is being stolen and we should do everything we possibly can to prevent election theft and voter fraud. To me, from where I sit and the information I have at hand, the evidence is overwhelming that if only lawful votes cast by eligible American citizens were counted, then Donald Trump won the electoral college and hence would’ve prevailed for a second term as President of the United States.”

@repembrooks Retweeted

The Faulkner Focus 📡
@faulknerFocus

Did President Trump earn a second term? Here’s why @RepMoBrooks says yes. WATCH #stopthesteal #OutnumberedOT

2:53 PM · Dec 7, 2020 · Twitter Media Studio
Video: “I’m focused on ones that have election systems that are so badly flawed so as to render the reported results untrustworthy, in which case we should not ratify an untrustworthy election system.”

“If you don’t fight, you’re guaranteed to lose.” That’s what @RepMoBrooks told @HarrisFaulkner when discussing whether Congress should reject some state electoral college votes. Watch more here #stopthesteal #OutnumberedOT
"...if you were to count only lawfully cast votes by eligible American citizens then Donald Trump won the Electoral College and is due to be reelected President of the United States."
If CNN calls you names, you must be doing something right.

I'm honored to stand beside my colleagues like @Jim_Jordan, @RepMattGaetz, @RepGosar, & @RepMoBrooks in the fight for election integrity and freedom.

We will not be intimidated from doing our jobs.
Video: “Congress is the judge, jury, and final arbiter of the 2020 presidential election contest. Further, America’s election system is plagued by systemic flaws that promote voter fraud and election theft. Joe Biden exploited one such flaw when he brazenly promised more than 10 million illegal aliens that he will give them amnesty and citizenship if they help elect Joe Biden President. … In contrast, socialist Democrats used bureaucratic allies or engaged rigged lawsuits involving conspiratorial parties and inattentive judges to obtain sham settlement agreements that blatantly violate the Constitution and federal law to promote voter fraud and election theft with the singular goal of stealing the United States presidency. In particular, all en masse vote by mail schemes promote voter fraud and election theft and are illegal because they violate Congress’ election procedures and 24-hour voting mandate. As such, all votes cast pursuant to these vote by mail schemes are illegal, void, and should not be counted. The evidence is overwhelming, compelling, and irrefutable. If only lawful cast by eligible American citizens are counted, President Trump won the electoral college and a second term as President. Congress can either support illegal voting, voter fraud, and election theft, or not.”

MUST WATCH: Today’s House Floor speech focused on en masse vote by mail schemes that are rife with voter fraud employed by many states in violation of federal law that sets an election day, not an election week, month, or season.
Audio: “You know, we have a choice. We can either fight for fair, honest, and accurate elections or we can surrender. It does not make any difference what the odds are of success. The question is, do you surrender? Do you duck in your foxhole and wait till the fighting is over with? Or do you stand tall and fight for the Republic of the United States of America and what underpins it, which is our election system. So, I don’t really know how to evaluate the odds of whether we’re going to win or lose. Except I do know this: if you surrender, you’re guaranteed to lose. If you fight, you have a chance to win.”

@RepMoBrooks (R-AL) tells The #FOXNewsRundown his plan to fight the election results on the House floor in January.

Listen and subscribe below:
open.spotify.com/show/7A4YfyFtN...
Social Media Review

https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1336663076750372871

Mo Brooks 🇺🇸
@RepMoBrooks

Catch me on @cspanwj this morning at 8:30 am CT! I’ll discuss objecting to Electoral College votes in the House on Jan 6 and Socialist Democrat election theft. @cspan

8:24 AM · Dec 9, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1336688794997813255

Video: “I can either surrender or I can fight to protect the integrity, honesty, and accuracy of our election system, and I’ve chosen to fight. In my judgement, we have very serious systemic flaws with our election system that have resulted in millions of votes being cast through voter fraud, and millions of illegal ballots being voted and counted. And it is my intention to fight to protect our Republic and the underlying foundation of any Republic is the right to vote and to have that vote accurately counted.”

Mo Brooks 🇺🇸
@RepMoBrooks

MUST WATCH: I took the fight for American election integrity to @cspanwj this morning. Watch this first clip where I discuss in detail my objection to certifying the Electoral College votes from Georgia, Nevada, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, & maybe more.
Better to be in fabricated “Cult Caucus” than very real & evil #FakeNewsMedia that so badly deceives American people. #CNNisFakeNews

#CNN attack = Patriotism Medal!

I fight for honest & accurate elections.

#CNN lies to protect voter fraud, illegal voting & election theft.
https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1336741139001520134

**Video:** “That floor speech is going to quote extensively from a Democrat, professionally paid, election thief expert out of New Jersey, and he detailed how he’d help steal elections through this en masse mailout of ballots. … What I have said is factually incontrovertible. It’s overwhelming, it’s compelling. And I am more than happy to engage in a public debate in a forum with enough audience to defend my position. And I’ll tell you what, I’ll tear apart the other side. Because the other side has unfortunately been blinded by propaganda. They haven’t done their homework, they haven’t done the research, they have not studied the law. But the law and the facts are clearly in support of what I say.”

![Mo Brooks on Twitter](https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks)

I joined @cspanwj this morning & fielded questions from callers about my objection to certifying the Electoral College votes of states that have systemic flaws in their elections systems.

![C-SPAN Live](https://c-SPAN.org/live/)

1:34 PM · Dec 9, 2020 · Twitter Media Studio
https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1336786838837751808

Mo Brooks 🟢
@RepMoBrooks

Being asked about the possibility of voter fraud in my own election on @cspanwj gave me the opportunity to point out that AL’s election system is vastly superior to other states’. AL’s system isn’t perfect but other states would do well to replicate AL’s election safeguards.
Video: “That quotes extensively from a New Jersey, professional, Democrat, election theft expert’s description of how he steals elections using the en masse mail ballot voting system. … The fraudster and his minions would then take the sealed envelopes home and hold them over boiling water. … 5 minutes per ballot tops is how long he says it takes to steal a vote. … sometimes postal employees are in on the scam. … Democrat board of election counters would know the fix was in and not to object. … President Trump handedly won the electoral college and reelection. Hence, on January 6, 2021, provided the required one Senator joins me, I will object to and vote to reject electoral college submissions of Nevada, Georgia, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania, and all other states whose election systems are so badly flawed as to render their vote submissions, unreliable, untrustworthy, and unworthy of acceptance.”

Mo Brooks
@RepMoBrooks

My House Floor speech today quotes extensively a professional New Jersey Democrat election theft expert’s description of how he steals elections using the en masse mailed ballot voting system. WATCH:
https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1336808896598511618

@LouDobbs, heard you were sick of Republicans not fighting Socialist Democrat election theft. I’m fighting, I’ve been fighting, and I’ll keep fighting to ensure Socialist Democrats don’t steal this election from @realDonaldTrump.

My House Floor speech today quotes extensively a professional New Jersey Democrat election theft expert’s description of how he steals elections using the en masse mailed ballot voting system. WATCH:
@AnnCoulter, brilliant writer & political thought leader, election theft article: “Voter Fraud NEVER Happens! (Except in these 10,000 Cases)” SPOT ON, ANN!

America: read, learn & act or lose our Republic. A republic is nothing without honest elections.
Social Media Review

https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1337072662867218435

Mo Brooks @RepMoBrooks

The American people deserve to know to what extent our elections results are tainted with illegal votes. I joined @Lancegooden in urging the appointment of a special counsel investigator so we can get to the bottom of voter fraud claims.

Lance Gooden @Lancegooden · Dec 9, 2020

Last week, I asked that @realDonaldTrump instruct the Attorney General to appoint a Special Counsel to investigate election irregularities.

Now twenty-six Republican colleagues have joined me in calling for an independent investigation to restore faith in our elections!

(1/3)
Show this thread

11:32 AM · Dec 10, 2020 · Twitter Web App

https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1337133960414031874

Mo Brooks @RepMoBrooks

It’s time other GOPers get out of their foxholes and join the fight. Our Republic is at stake!

Lou Dobbs @LouDobbs · Dec 9, 2020

God bless you Congressman Brooks, let’s hope your courage inspires your colleagues in the House and Senate! twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/st...
Honest & accurate elections are the bedrock of any republic. Sadly, our republic has been undermined by officials who illegally violated the Constitution. I support TX’s challenge to illegal voting schemes, & I hope SCOTUS decides this case correctly.

Three Alabama GOP congressmen join Texas lawsuit
U.S. Reps. Mo Brooks, Gary Palmer and Bradley Byrne are among the 106 Republican House members challenging the outcome of the presidential election...
https://twitter.com/yhn/status/1337376753690550272 (retweet)

Mo Brooks Retweeted

Yellowhammer News
@yhn

Four Alabama congressmen support Texas’ lawsuit against presidential swing states
By @sean_yhn

7:40 AM · Dec 11, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/ALGOP/status/1337428184141352960 (retweet)

Mo Brooks Retweeted

ALGOP
@ALGOP

Thank you @Robert_Aderholt @RepMoBrooks @RepByrne and @USRepGaryPalmer!

Yellowhammer News @yhn · Dec 11, 2020
Four Alabama congressmen support Texas’ lawsuit against presidential swing states
By @sean_yhn yellowhammernews.com/four-alabama-c...

11:05 AM · Dec 11, 2020 from Alabama, USA · Twitter for iPhone
Supreme Court declines to decide Texas case merits. Constitution is clear: CONGRESS, NOT SCOTUS, has primary duty to investigate & decide presidential election contests.

Bad news: Congress shirking its duty to investigate voter fraud & election theft.
https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1337752792954527745

Constitution Article 1, Section 5 states #Senate is "Judge of the Elections, Returns and Qualifications of its own Members".

#Georgia voter fraud & election theft is massive.

If only lawful American citizen votes counted, #DavidPerdue WON on November 3.

Senate should so rule.
https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1337765868156178435

@laurenboebert is right! Congress is the ultimate arbiter of who wins presidential contests, not the Supreme Court.

America's Founders didn’t want unelected, dictatorial judges making these decision. Judiciary isn’t equipped or empowered to decide contested federal elections.

I told the president to keep fighting & use every bit of authority our Constitution grants.

The Supreme Court does not decide the winner of the election. Congress does.

Show this thread
In presidential election contests, Congress has a superior role under the 12th Amendment to the Constitution than the Supreme Court, any federal court, or any state court. Congress is empowered to certify electoral college vote submissions, or not.

Mo Brooks: Congress has 'final verdict' in election fight
The New York Times is reporting that the Alabama Congressman met last week with about a half-dozen senators, including Mike Lee of Utah, and separately wit...

6:02 PM · Dec 13, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1338322480688222212

Mo Brooks 🧵
@RepMoBrooks

Cleisthenes: You are 100% correct. My staff screwed up & sent bad tweet out without my prior knowledge. The 12th Amd covers House electing president if no candidate has electoral college majority. Art 1, Art 2, 3 USC 15, etc., define Congress election contest powers & processes.

Cleisthenes: Lost in Time @atheniandemos · Dec 13, 2020
I don’t see the part of the 12th were congres gets to vote on whether or not to accept the certifications

10:18 PM · Dec 13, 2020 · Twitter for iPad

https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/133832502133344257

Mo Brooks 🧵
@RepMoBrooks

Emiliano: #Socialist #Democrats misquote 14th Amd & reveal their shallowness.

14th Amd targeted Confederate Civil War veterans.

I stand for honest, legal & accurate elections. Those who support voter fraud & election theft undermine Constitution & America’s Republic. PERIOD!!!

twitter.com/EMILIAN0701099...

10:28 PM · Dec 13, 2020 · Twitter for iPad
Video: “Well, it’s happened many times in the past. Apparently, some folks have not done their history. By way of example, the Democrats in the House tried it in 2017 when they tried to strike Alabama’s votes for Donald Trump. Georgia the same way. Barbara Boxer tried to strike Ohio for George Bush back in 2005. So, this is not unusual. The law is very clear. The House of Representatives in combination with the United States Senate has the lawful authority to accept or reject electoral college vote submissions from states that have such flawed election systems that they’re not worthy of our trust. … You’ve lost the control of your government. And under those circumstances, those who can steal the most votes, who can engage the most voter fraud and get away with it, are going to be the ones to rule the roost in Washington, D.C. … I can either sit back and surrender and be a part of the surrender caucus, or I can fight for our country.”

Congressional Challenge: @RepMoBrooks calls out the GOP’s Surrender Caucus, who refuse to join in with his plan to challenge fraudulent electoral college votes. #MAGA #AmericaFirst #Dobbs
https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1338952080061554691

Mo Brooks 🌐
@RepMoBrooks

A republic is nothing without honest & accurate elections.

Heroic patriots fought & died to give America a republic.

Media reports Senate ducks election fraud theft...because it requires a "terrible vote"??!!

I can only hope that is "Fake News".

McConnell warns Senate Republicans against challenging election results
His guidance comes one day after the Electoral College officially affirmed Biden's win.
© politico.com

4:00 PM · Dec 15, 2020 · Twitter for iPad
https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1339589705751429128

@RandPaul is SPOT ON: "The courts never looked at the facts. The courts don’t like elections, hence they stayed out of it by finding an excuse, standing or otherwise, to stay out of it. But the fraud happened, the election in many ways was stolen."

Ken Starr: ‘You Cannot Have Changes in Election Laws After the Fact’
Judge Kenneth Starr testified states that had gone outside their legislatures to change election laws and violated the U.S. Constitution.

10:14 AM · Dec 17, 2020 · Twitter Web App
18 House colleagues joined me in sending a letter to @senatemajldr, @SpeakerPelosi, and various House & Senate committee chairs seeking election fraud hearings ahead of the Jan 6th Electoral College vote submissions.

12:29 PM · Dec 17, 2020 · Twitter Web App

Mo Brooks @RepMoBrooks · Dec 17, 2020

Replying to @RepMoBrooks

Under the Constitution and federal statutes, Congress is responsible for resolving all federal election contests for President, the Senate and the House.

Congressman Mo Brooks Leads 18 Colleagues in Sen...
Washington, DC—Thursday, Congressman Mo Brooks (AL-05), joined by 18 House Conservative colleagues,... brooks.house.gov

Mo Brooks @RepMoBrooks · Dec 17, 2020

Our letter requests the recipients do their jobs & conduct voter fraud & election theft hearings & investigations so that Congressmen & Senators will be better informed when Congress faces questions about the legitimacy of various federal elections held on November 3, 2020.
https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1339696928729264129

Video: “In 2020, hundreds of thousands, and more likely millions of illegal aliens and other non-citizens illegally voted for Joe Biden after he promised them amnesty and citizenship, if he is elected President. Second, vote by mail schemes are horribly prone to voter fraud and are illegal… In 2020, socialist Democrats foisted vote by mail schemes on America in order to more easily engage in voter fraud and election theft. … If elections are defective, the entire democratic system is at risk. … I can’t speak for anyone else, but as for me, Mo Brooks of Alabama’s 5th congressional district, I choose to fight for America.”

Mo Brooks @RepMoBrooks

My House Floor speech today focused on the 105 page report of the bipartisan Commission on Federal Election Reform that specifically forewarned America of the very same systemic election flaws the Socialist Democrats used in 2020 to steal elections.
Video: “The Socialist Democrats have successfully stolen votes from the American people in 2020 and we need to fight and take it back.”

All throughout American history, time after time, American men and women have stood strong and fought for their country. That’s what we need to do now!
https://twitter.com/jeff_poor/status/133999544948518912 (retweet)

@RepMoBrooks on 2020 Election: Massive Voter Fraud, Election Theft ‘to a Degree Never Before Seen in the History’ of the U.S. breitbart.com/clips/2020/12/... via @fmtalk1065
Social Media Review

https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1340013896820768769

In 2005, a bipartisan Commission on Federal Election Reform co-chaired by Dem President Jimmy Carter and Reagan White House Chief of Staff James Baker issued a 105 page report specifically warning about the very same systemic flaws the Socialist Dems used steal 2020 elections.

![Report of the Commission on Federal Election Reform](image)

2:19 PM · Dec 18, 2020 · Twitter Web App

Mo Brooks @RepMoBrooks · Dec 18, 2020
Replies to @RepMoBrooks

The Commission recommended that, “all states should use their best efforts to obtain proof of citizenship before registering voters.” That means repealing the Socialist Democrat law that makes it illegal to require proof of citizenship to register to vote.

Mo Brooks @RepMoBrooks · Dec 18, 2020

The Commission warned: “Vote by mail is ... likely to increase the risks of fraud and of contested election,” adding it: “remain(s) the largest source...”

Mo Brooks @RepMoBrooks · Dec 18, 2020

“...of potential voter fraud [because it] is vulnerable to abuse in several ways: Blank ballots mailed to the wrong address or to large residential buildings might get intercepted. Vote buying schemes are far more difficult to detect when citizens vote by mail.”
Mo Brooks 🔄 @RepMoBrooks · Dec 18, 2020
The Commission warned that the lack of photo ID eases voter fraud, noting "Photo IDs currently are needed to board a plane, enter federal buildings, and cash a check. [that] [v]oting is equally important, [and that] [v]oters in nearly 100 democracies use photo identification."

Mo Brooks 🔄 @RepMoBrooks · Dec 18, 2020
The Comm said, "[C]itizens should identify themselves as the correct person on the registration list when they vote....The problem...is not the magnitude of the fraud. In close or disputed elections, and there are many, a small amount of fraud could make the margin of difference."

https://twitter.com/IvanPentchoukov/status/1341115356551778307 (retweet)

Ivan Pentchoukov @IvanPentchoukov

Rep. Mo Brooks: Americans Must Urge Congressmen to Block Electors From Disputed States

@EpochTimes @RepMoBrooks

Rep. Mo Brooks: Americans Must Urge Congressmen to Block Electors From Disputed States
The outcome of the count of the Electoral College votes in Congress during the joint session on Jan. ...

3:16 PM · Dec 21, 2020 · Twitter Web App
Several members of Congress just finished a meeting in the Oval Office with President @realDonaldTrump, preparing to fight back against mounting evidence of voter fraud.

Stay tuned.

⚠️ This claim about election fraud is disputed

Audio: “On Jan. 6th, this is somewhat akin to the Alamo, although I hope we will survive. But it was the Alamo where you had courageous people stand tall.”

Honored to host the @seanhannity radio show today from 2-5 p.m. CT. We will have wall to wall coverage on the rampant fraud that took place in the 2020 presidential election. #StopTheSteal #SaveTheRepublic

This claim about election fraud is disputed

---

TUNE IN: I’ll appear on The Story with @marthamaccallum on @FoxNews tonight at 7:00 ET to discuss the growing momentum behind my objection to certifying Electoral College votes from states with flawed election systems.
@RepMoBrooks

. @AdamKinzinger says fight for honest & accurate elections is a "scam" with no Constitutional basis. Const. Art. I, Section 4 and 3 U.S.C. 15 differ.

AK says many citizens will be disappointed. YEP - BECAUSE SO MANY POLITICIANS SURRENDER TO VOTER FRAUD!

⚠️ This claim about election fraud is disputed

Rep. Kinzinger calls efforts to overturn election "a scam"
“It is a scam and it is going to disappoint the people that believe this election was stolen.”

politico.com

12:40 PM · Dec 27, 2020 · Twitter for iPad
https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1343389615139467265

Mo Brooks
@RepMoBrooks

TUNE IN: I’ll join @foxandfriends tomorrow morning at 7:15 am ET to discuss the growing effort to reject electoral college votes on Jan 6th from states with badly flawed election systems!

9:53 PM · Dec 27, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1343942474285404166

Mo Brooks
@RepMoBrooks

#Socialist #Democrat = voter fraud!

17 #Pennsylvania legislators & CPA examine govt election docs & find that 200,000 +/- MORE votes COUNTED in election returns than people who actually voted!

Legally impossible.

See voter fraud yet, #FakeNewsMedia?

DOS responds to Republican lawmakers’ claim of election numbers discrepancy
A group of Republican lawmakers say they’ve performed an extensive analysis of election day data and they’ve found “troubling” discrepancies. According to Stat...

10:30 AM · Dec 29, 2020 · Twitter for iPad
https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1344053545893556227

Mo Brooks  
@RepMoBrooks

TUNE IN: I’ll join the @IngrahamAngle tonight at 9:05 CT to explain Socialist Dem election theft tactics & preview the January 6th objection to Electoral College votes from states with flawed election systems and rampant voter fraud. Don’t miss!

5:51 PM · Dec 29, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
SENATOR JOSH HAWLEY (R-MO) JOINS 30+ CONGRESSMEN IN OBJECTING to electoral college vote submissions from states with such flawed election systems as to render their election results untrustworthy.

BAM! The fight for America’s Republic IS ON!

WATCH JANUARY 6, STARTING 1PM ET.
@JakeTapper quotes others saying 140+ House GOPers will vote against voter fraud, illegal ballots & election theft. For once, I hope #CNN & Jake Tapper are not #FakeNewsMedia! 140+ is a WHOLE LOT MORE than the ONE we started with the week of November 3rd. ;-)
@SenTedCruz & TEN Senators join fight against voter fraud, illegal ballots & election theft!

Momentum to protect honesty & accuracy of America's elections is gaining steam as more & more elected officials fully grasp the depravity of election theft.
https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1345524710751268868

Mo Brooks
@RepMoBrooks

Our fight for honest & accurate elections gains momentum!

@Jim_Jordan & I co-lead conference call w 50+ Congressmen who join & fight for America’s Republic!

Conf. call began 6PM ET. Now 715PM & continuing.

President Trump & CoS Mark Meadows speaking.

Morale is HIGH! FIGHT!

7:17 PM · Jan 2, 2021 · Twitter Web App

https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1345746732504776706

Mo Brooks
@RepMoBrooks

TUNE IN: I’ll be on Sunday Morning Futures with @MariaBartiromo on @FoxNews today at 9:10 CT to discuss growing momentum for Jan 6 objection effort!

9:59 AM · Jan 3, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone
https://twitter.com/MariaBartiromo/status/1345516523075600387 (retweet)

Mo Brooks Retweeted

Maria Bartiromo @MariaBartiromo

Join us tomorrow @SenTedCruz @SundayFutures @FoxNews 10am et #Exclusive also w us- @Jim_Jordan @RepMoBrooks @mtgreenee @RepVernonJones @sendavidperdue @Perduesenate

6:45 PM · Jan 2, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone
https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1345782686963691522

Video: “Oh, no question. The evidence is overwhelming and compelling. In my judgment, if you were to get a nonbiased jury that listened to the evidence, they would find 99 percent of the time that there was massive voter fraud and election theft in the November 3rd election.”

Mo Brooks
@RepMoBrooks

It was great to join Sunday Morning Futures w/@MariaBartiromo today alongside stalwart fighter @Jim_Jordan to discuss the growing movement in Congress to reject unreliable electoral college votes from Nevada, Arizona, Pennsylvania, Georgia, Wisconsin, & Michigan. WATCH PART 1:
Video: “Well, how it plays out, quite frankly, is dependent on the American people. This is an organic movement that has risen up from angry American voters, 70+ million, who have been disenfranchised by voter fraud and election theft. To the extent they contact their senators and their congressmen and demand honest and accurate elections, then we’re going to win this fight on January 6\textsuperscript{th}. But if the American people do not rise up, if they don’t contact their senators, if they don’t contact their congressmen, demanding that their congressmen and senators do the right thing for our Republic, well then, we’re not going to win on January 6\textsuperscript{th}. So I urge all Americans to participate in this fight on behalf of their country, on behalf of their Republic, and of course, the election system that is the underpinning of any Republic.”

It was great to join Sunday Morning Futures w/ @MariaBartiromo today alongside stalwart fighter @JimJordan to discuss the growing movement in Congress to reject unreliable electoral college votes from Nevada, Arizona, Pennsylvania, Georgia, Wisconsin, & Michigan. WATCH PART 2:
GOP group, including Reps. Brooks and Jordan, to challenge electoral college results [ow.ly/onCB30rr4hY](https://twitter.com/MariaBartiromo/status/1345786773469884416) @SundayFutures @FoxNews @Jim_Jordan @RepMoBrooks

Tune in on #FoxFriendsFirst as @RepMoBrooks discusses his movement to object the Electoral College results this week. [Fox & Friends First](https://twitter.com/FoxFriendsFirst/status/1345965033688281088)
Audio: “It’s going to be a difficult road to hoe, unless the American citizens are able to be more persuasive with some of our surrender caucus congressmen and senators. We have to get all Republicans on board in order to prevail. And right now, there is some obvious and unfortunate opposition within Republican ranks. Some, because they’re soft on the issue, others because they believe that Congress should play no role in this whatsoever. … I would hate to think that only Democrats are entitled to challenge presidential election electoral college submittals but Republicans aren’t. … So the Georgia Secretary of State did a huge disservice to the American people by doing what he did in the fashion in which he did it.”
https://twitter.com/newsmax/status/1346134293668532224 (retweet)

Video: “It’s a distraction. That phone call has nothing to do with rather in fact, Georgia’s election results accurately reflect the lawful votes cast by eligible American citizens in the state of Georgia. And that is the issue we ought to be focusing on. And quite simply stated, if only lawful votes were counted in Georgia, Donald Trump won.”

“It’s a distraction! That phone call has nothing to do with whether in fact Georgia’s election results accurately reflect the lawful votes casts by eligible American citizens,” @RepMoBrooks tells Newsmax TV. nws.mx/tv

Rep. Mo Brooks comments on a leaked phone call between Trump and the Georgia secretary of state.
https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1346179614230650886

Mo Brooks 🇺🇸
@RepMoBrooks

Promises made. Promises kept.

Today I signed objections to tainted electoral college vote submissions of Arizona Georgia Michigan Nevada Pennsylvania Wisconsin.

Senators? Time to sign on, too!

America must not tolerate voter fraud & election theft that undermines our Republic!

⚠️ This claim about election fraud is disputed

2:40 PM - Jan 4, 2021 - Twitter Web App
https://twitter.com/LouDobbs/status/1346212046090752000 (retweet)

This is it: Join Lou at 5 & 7 PM/ET as the fate of the republic hangs in the balance this week @TomFitton @EdRollins @Jim_Jordan @RepMoBrooks @VoterGA and Georgia citizen, David Cross #MAGA #AmericaFirst #Dobbs

4:48 PM · Jan 4, 2021 · Twitter Web App

https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1346215864979382272

TUNE IN: don’t miss me on @LouDobbs Tonight on Fox business right now. I’ll discuss the Wednesday challenge of Electoral College votes from states with flawed election systems. 50+ House members & 12+ Senators have joined the movement.
https://twitter.com/LouDobbs/status/1346227814278848512 (retweet)

Video: “Well, let me sum it up: this vote on Wednesday is about the underpinnings of a Republic. Are we going to have an honest and accurate election system? And those who vote to fight for America and our Republic, who show that kind of courage, they’re going to do the right thing. But I’m very much concerned that far too many congressmen and senators who have yet to do their homework. Who have yet to perceive that the evidence is overwhelming and compelling of voter fraud and election theft, and who are more apt to duck and run, cower in their foxhole, rather than do the right thing for our country. If the American people who demanded their senators and their congressmen to stand up and fight for America, then we’ll do fine and we’ll win this vote on Wednesday. But if we have Republicans who are afraid to fight, who are unwilling to do so, who are halfhearted in their measures, well then, of course, we’re going to lose and voter fraud’s going to win. I’m going to fight to protect the integrity of our election system. I hope others will join me.”

Protecting Election Integrity: @RepMoBrooks slams the cowering Republicans ignoring overwhelming evidence of electoral fraud, and vows to stand up for election integrity on January 6. #MAGA #AmericaFirst #Dobbs
https://twitter.com/alexsalvinews/status/1346260265805910016 (retweet)

Tonight on After Hours on @OANN:

January 6th Vote - @RepMoBrooks
117th Congress - @CawthornforNC
Georgia Runoffs - @sethweathers
Assange/Iran Conflict - @LisaDaftari

Starting later due to the Trump rally!
Video: “Well, on the House side, we’re very strong. I would anticipate that we will have over 100 United States congressmen who will support this effort on the House floor, either by cosponsoring the objections or speaking to reject to these electoral college votes from tainted states, or from voting. Voting, speaking, cosponsoring. On the Senate side though, I’m a little bit disheartened.”

I’m confident we’ll have a significant number of House GOPers who will fight for & protect America’s election system. I’m less confident in GOP Senators. Now is the time to call on Senators to demand they stand for honest & accurate elections, and support House members on Jan. 6.
Progress made. NEED more!

LOTS of Congressmen object to AZ GA MI NV PA WI electoral college votes.

In Senate, Hawley=PA Cruz=AZ Loeffler=GA, so battle engaged there. STILL NEED SENATORS FOR MI NV WI!

America - urge your senators to fight voter fraud & election theft!

2:17 PM · Jan 5, 2021 · Twitter for iPad
Update: So far, 36+ patriotic Congressmen signing ALL six objections to AZ GA MI NV PA WI electoral college votes.

YET, only 3 Senators (Cruz-AZ, Hawley-PA, Loeffler-GA) signing ONE objection apiece.

GOP House Members are FIGHTING for honest & accurate elections! Senate: HELP!
Note: This video has been removed since staff initially watched and quoted. YouTube notes that the video violates community guidelines.

Video: “Stop at the Capitol!” “Our ancestors sacrificed their blood, their sweat, their tears, their fortunes, and sometimes their lives! And what did they sacrifice for? They sacrificed for foundational principles that have combined to make us the greatest nation in world history.” “We are here today because American is at risk unlike it has been in decades.” “We are not going to let the socialists rip the heart out of our country. We are not going to let them continue to corrupt our elections.” “Today [Georgia runoff elections] is a time of choosing, and tomorrow is a time for fighting!” “Now our ancestors sacrificed their blood, their sweat, their tears, their fortunes, and sometimes their lives to give us, their descendants, an America that is the greatest nation in world history. So I have a question for you: Are you willing to do the same? My answer is yes. Louder! Are you willing to do what it takes to fight for America? Louder! [yelling] Will you fight for America??”

BIG DAY: I speak at tomorrow’s #StoptheSteal rally @ 7:50 am CT. @realDonaldTrump asked me personally to speak & tell the American people about the election system weaknesses that the Socialist Democrats exploited to steal this election. Watch:
DAY OF –

https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1346864412725022725 (before riot)

**Note:** video is a clip from pre-insurrection rally included in previous section.

Mo Brooks
@RepMoBrooks

Is America the greatest nation in world history because we're lucky? NO! I would submit that we are great because our ancestors sacrificed their blood, sweat, tears, and lives for America's foundational principles.
BREAKING FROM HOUSE FLOOR!

Congressman Paul Gosar (R, AZ) & Sen. Ted Cruz (R, TX) join to object to the electoral college submission of Arizona.

BATTLE IS JOINED!

Now we will find who supports, and who fights, voter fraud & election theft!

FIGHT FOR AMERICA’S REPUBLIC IS ON!

1:16 PM · Jan 6, 2021 · Twitter for iPad

.@SteveScalise is first GOP speaker.

Excellent outline of 2020 voter fraud, Congress’s presidential election contest role & #Socialist #Democrat obstruction to legislative efforts that promote policies that will guarantee the honest & accurate elections that Americans deserve.

1:29 PM · Jan 6, 2021 · Twitter for iPad
Social Media Review

https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1346888766674391050 (before riot)

Mo Brooks
@RepMoBrooks

@Jim_Jordan 2nd GOP Speaker.

GREAT speech re questionable election won by “Basement Man”.

70 million Americans think election suspect.

Why House refuse election investigations?

Russia Hoax investigated . . . But not election system essential to Republic’s functioning?

1:38 PM · Jan 6, 2021 · Twitter for iPad

https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1346894529971027968 (during riot)

Mo Brooks
@RepMoBrooks

@laurenboebert = GOP #4.

Boeber hammers on legislature duty to determine electors & blatant violations of AZ legislature election laws.

Passionate.

@BrianMastFL = GOP #5. Asks question about validity of electors contested in pending court cases. Pelosi refuses to answer.

2:00 PM · Jan 6, 2021 · Twitter for iPad
https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1346897265802280962 (during riot)

@MoBrooks
@RepMoBrooks

@MikeJohnson GOP #6.

Covers Constitution Art. 1, Sec. 4, which reserves 100% control of election rules & laws to Congress & legislatures.

Judges blatantly violated Election Clause & usurped power by dictating election laws in conflict with legislative & Congressional acts.

2:11 PM - Jan 6, 2021 - Twitter for iPad

https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1346898992844648450 (during riot)

@MoBrooks
@RepMoBrooks

@RepGosar OF ARIZONA = Objection sponsor. GOP #7.

Details massive AZ election fraud compounded by AZ officials refusing to investigate fraud allegations, thus aiding voter fraud & election theft.

DOORS LOCKED! CAPITOL COMPLEX BREACHED! CHAMBER DOORS LOCKED. SPEAKER LEAVES!

2:16 PM - Jan 6, 2021 - Twitter for iPad
https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1346899440989310980 (during riot)

Mo Brooks
@RepMoBrooks

HOUSE RECESSSED UNTIL ORDER & SAFETY CAN BE ASSURED.

Rumor: ANTIFA fascists in backwards MAGA hats. Time will tell what truth is.

Capitol Police Announcement: Capitol breach. Locked down! DO NOT LEAVE CHAMBER!
2:20 PM · Jan 6, 2021 · Twitter for iPad

https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1346904240988499972 (during riot)

Mo Brooks
@RepMoBrooks

At least #Socialist #Democrats have NOT defunded Capitol police.

Evacuating chamber.
2:39 PM · Jan 6, 2021 · Twitter for iPad
https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1346944599735074817 (during riot)

Mo Brooks @RepMoBrooks

MY FULL STATEMENT ON CAPITOL VIOLENCE:

CONGRESSMAN MO BROOKS CONDEMNS CAPITOL VIOLENCE

Washington, DC—Wednesday, Congressman Mo Brooks (AL-05) unequivocally condemned the violent mobs who stormed the U.S. Capitol.

Congressman Brooks said, “The violence at the U.S. Capitol today is despicable, un-American, and tears at the fabric of our great republic. The scenes of United States Capitol Police being violently attacked and mobs occupying the American seat of government are highly disturbing. Consistent with my history, I ALWAYS condemn lawlessness and violence of any kind and in the strongest terms. As a strong supporter of the Rule of Law, and as a former target of Socialist Democrat gunfire myself, I don't care what political views motivate the violence. I hope law enforcement and our judicial system prosecute these thugs to the fullest extent of the law.”

Brooks continued, “In America, the appropriate way to achieve political goals, the place to beat the stew out of disagreeable political philosophies, is via free speech, vigorous public debate, and at the ballot box, while always being respectful of the Rule of Law and Law Enforcement. While our election system has major, systemic flaws that Socialist Democrats egregiously exploited in 2020, that election system is still far and away the best place to change the direction and destiny of America.”

###

5:19 PM · Jan 6, 2021 · Twitter Web App
https://twitter.com/paul_gattis/status/1346966123279892481 (retweet during riot)

Mo Brooks Retweeted

Paul Gattis @paul_gattis

Updated with new statement from @RepMoBrooks condemning violence at the Capitol and advocating for U.S. election system even as he maintains Democrats "exploited" flaws in it.

Mo Brooks describes Capitol protests, police tear gassing
Both the House and the Senate have gone into recess while debating election results.
© al.com

6:45 PM · Jan 6, 2021 · Twitter Web App
Evidence mounts that fascist ANTIFA infiltrated Trump rally & stormed Capitol.

I don’t know the true facts yet, and neither does 99.99% of public.

I suggest no rush to judgment until an investigation reveals whatever the truth may be.

Then Prosecute!
Retired Huntsville Police Officer at Capitol today: “We were approached several times by individuals stating the police had tear gassed elderly people & abused them & asked for our support & attack the police. No one in the large group supported him and states he was ANTIFA.”

10:34 PM · Jan 6, 2021 · Twitter for iPad

Way to go Alabama freshman Senator Tommy Tuberville!

You make Alabama proud, fighting for honest and accurate elections!

The senators who voted YES to the Arizona objection:

Cruz
Hawley
Hyde Smith
Kennedy
Marshall
Tuberville

The objection fails 6-93

10:38 PM · Jan 6, 2021 · Twitter for iPad
https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1347033099373334529 (after riot)

Mo Brooks
@RepMoBrooks

House Vote on rejection of Arizona electoral college vote submission:

GOP: Reject = 121; Accept = 83

#Socialist #Democrats: Reject = 0; Accept = 219

DIMINISHED BIDEN & SOCIALISM MANDATE!

11:11 PM · Jan 6, 2021 · Twitter for iPad
POST-INSURRECTION –

https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1347171347043115008

Mo Brooks @RepMoBrooks

Please, don’t be like #FakeNewsMedia, don’t rush to judgment on assault on Capitol. Wait for investigation. All may not be (and likely is not) what appears. Evidence growing that fascist ANTiFA orchestrated Capitol attack with clever mob control tactics.

Evidence follows:

8:20 AM · Jan 7, 2021 · Twitter for iPad

Mo Brooks @RepMoBrooks · Jan 7

Replying to @RepMoBrooks

1. A Congressman warned me on MONDAY of a growing ANTiFA threat & advised that I sleep in my office rather than leaving Capitol complex & sleeping in my condo. I heeded that advice & have slept on office floor for 4 straight nights.

Mo Brooks @RepMoBrooks · Jan 7

2. Congressman told me he was warned on TUESDAY by Capitol Police officer that intelligence suggested fascist ANTiFA was going to try to infiltrate the Trump rally by dressing like Trump supporters.

3. Capitol Police advised TUESDAY that it best not to leave Capitol complex.

Mo Brooks @RepMoBrooks · Jan 7

4. Evidence, much public, surfacing that many Capitol assaulters were fascist ANTiFAs, not Trump supporters.

Again, time will reveal truth. Don’t rush to judgment. Don’t be fooled by #FakeNewsMedia whose political judgment drives their reporting.

My view: fully prosecute all!
https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1347183302176878593

Mo Brooks 🍊 @RepMoBrooks · Jan 7
(1/2) Part of text I just sent to media person: “In the past, when citizens of a Republic lose faith in their ability to guide the destiny of their country via the election process, they have been FORCED by that country’s rulers into a box and FORCED to chose from any of

Mo Brooks 🍊 @RepMoBrooks

Replying to @RepMoBrooks

(2/2) 3 bad options:

1. Flee (emigrate).

2. Submit.

3. Fight back with violence.

THAT is why we must fight for honest & accurate elections.

We don’t ever want citizens in America feeling they have been forced into the aforesaid box, with 3 bad options.”

9:08 AM · Jan 7, 2021 · Twitter for iPad
Did USA Patriots protest at Capitol? Yes. AS IS THEIR RIGHT!

Did SOME Trump supporters illegally break into Capitol? Yes. Prosecute!

But don’t blindly accept #FakeNewsMedia claim fascist ANTIFA not there. Investigation will reveal what truth may be.
Again, don’t rush to judgment, but evidence below is not distributed by major #FakeNewsMedia. Investigation & time will divulge truth.

#BLM & fascist #ANTIFA supporter arrested for role in Capitol assaults, “standing next to” killed Trump supporter.
Mo Brooks 🦅
@RepMoBrooks

I defend my honor and reputation. Read my statement:

Congressman Mo Brooks Rebuts Vicious & Scurrilous Fake Ne...
Washington, DC— Tuesday, Congressman Mo Brooks (AL-05) issued the below statement in response to scurrilous Fake Ne...
brooks.house.gov

Washington, DC— Tuesday, Congressman Mo Brooks (AL-05) issued the below statement in response to scurrilous Fake News Media and Socialist Democrat attacks related to his January 6th “Save America” rally speech.

As one of America’s most effective conservative leaders, I defend my honor and reputation against scurrilous, George Orwellian, 1984, Socialist Democrats Politics of Personal Destruction, the same attack strategy used in 2012 against then-presidential candidate Mitt Romney, and nonstop against President Trump with false Russian Collusion charges and the 2019 sham impeachment effort.

Let’s be clear, this entire smear campaign is about intimidating, censoring and suppressing the ability of American citizens to fight at the ballot box the efforts of Socialist Democrats to seize control of the United States of America.

So that I am unambiguously clear, American citizens’ recourse is at the ballot box (maybe this comment will deter Socialist Democrats and Fake News Media from again shrilly shouting false claims of violence advocacy).

Before I get into the meat of my remarks, let me add that January 6 was supposed to be a day of great debate on the floors of the House and Senate about voter fraud and election theft that is supposed to propel America to more honest or accurate elections.

Instead, our message was hijacked by people whose illegal breach of the Capitol did a great disservice to our cause and America.

Those who engaged in illegal conduct should be ashamed of themselves because their attack on the U.S. Capitol destroyed two months of debate and work.

Those who engaged in the illegal breach of the U.S. Capitol could not have done more damage if they had followed any script written by the Democrat National Committee.

I take great offense at anyone who suggests I am so politically inexperienced as to want to torpedo my honest and accurate election system effort I spent months fighting on.
Accusation Flaw #1:
Mr. Malinowski, in his Censure Resolution, alleges that “Representative Mo Brooks addressed a rally in Washington, DC, attended by numerous members of known extremist and anti-government groups, including the Proud Boys, QAnon, Boogaloo Boys, and Oathkeepers, who would shortly thereafter march to seize the United States Capitol”

That statement is meaningless because it omits a key fact. Mr. Malinowski fails to allege I knew any of that.

Why? Because I did not know any of that.

For the record, I have never knowingly associated or communicated with any of those groups in my life, and I certainly had no inkling of any of these groups were a part of the Trump rally at the Ellipse. Perhaps, at some political event, I have had a photo with one, or a five second conversation with another, but, if so, I don’t recall it and paid no attention to it.

Per my cell phone records, on Tuesday morning, January 5, I had a telephone call with Brian Jack, White House Political Director. He asked me to speak at the Trump rally the next day, Wednesday morning.

I had never attended a Trump rally in my life but had seen many on TV, and thought it an honor for the White House to invite me to address Trump volunteers and supporters, so I readily agreed.

Due to lack of time, I did not draft my speech from scratch.

The bulk of my January 6 White House Ellipse speech comes from my often-used “America is Great” political speeches that I have given dozens of times, perhaps hundreds of times, in my 34 years of public service as a Tuscaloosa assistant district attorney, an Alabama legislator, the Madison County District Attorney, a county commissioner, and U.S. Congressman.

Further, I spoke very early in the political rally. There was music, there was my speech, there was more music, then there was some number of speakers, then a couple hours or so later, President Trump began speaking.

I ask this question, if my remarks were as inspirational as the Socialist Democrats and their Fake News Media allies want the public to believe, why didn’t the Trump rally participants, after my remarks, immediately get up and storm the Capitol?

Why not indeed! The answer is simple. No one at the rally interpreted my remarks to be anything other than what they were: A pep talk after the derniere kicking conservatives suffered in the dismal 2020 elections.

But know this, I am from the Great State of Alabama, where our motto is "We Dare Defend our Rights".

Socialist Democrats and their Fake News Media Allies won’t get an apology from me because my remarks were not wrong. Conversely, the Socialist Democrats and their Fake News Media Allies should be apologizing to the public for the egregiously and manipulative way they have deceived the public on this issue.

Rest assured; I will never apologize for fighting to win our causes at the ballot box That is the American way!
"This entire smear campaign is about intimidating, censoring and suppressing the ability of American citizens to fight at the ballot box."

@RepMoBrooks releases a fiery defense after Democrats push for him to face censure.
https://twitter.com/SecretsBedard/status/1349108232606916610 (retweet)

Mo Brooks Retweeted
Paul Bedard @SecretsBedard

Ala. @RepMoBrooks blows the whistle on his 'fake' censure.

'I will never apologize for fighting to win our causes at the ballot box. That is the American way!'

4:37 PM · Jan 12, 2021 · Twitter Web App
Mo Brooks releases lengthy statement defending himself from censure resolution #alpolitics
By @sean_yhn

Mo Brooks released an almost 3,000-word statement defending his speech that is now the focus of a censure resolution.

https://twitter.com/yhn/status/1349122749923520513 (retweet)
Mo Brooks & other Socialists should prove their wild, off-the-wall, panicky statements . . . Or apologize.

Proof is simple. What do Capitol security cameras show?

Where is news media? If a Republican had said the same about a Democrat....

Lauren Boebert @laurenboebert - Jan 18

Today @RepCohen went on CNN and spread lies about me to further a left-wing conspiracy theory targeting me and my family.

The only people I have ever had in the Capitol with me are my young children, husband, mom, aunt and uncle.

I guess having a big family is a scandal now.

Show this thread

9:47 AM · Jan 19, 2021 · Twitter for iPad
What is more ethical? GOP Senators #JoshHawley & #TedCruz fight for honest & accurate elections?

Or #Socialist Senators Kaine Brown etc. (who support voter fraud) filing bogus ethics charges against Hawley & Cruz for OPPOSING voter fraud?

Orwellian 1984

Senate Democrats File Ethics Complaint Against Josh Hawley, Ted Cruz
Senate Democrats filed an ethics complaint against Hawley and Cruz over their efforts to object to the 2020 presidential election results.

9:19 AM · Jan 22, 2021 · Twitter for iPad
I PROUDLY stand with Senators Cruz & Hawley; Jim Jordan, Louie Gohmert & 130+ Congressmen fighting for honest elections.

Leadership = attacks by voter fraud profiteers.

Video: “To engage in this kind of name calling, without naming the names, I believe is counterproductive… Don’t be so hypocritical; that’s my message to them. If ya’ll can do it, if you can have that kind of healthy debate about whether we’re going to have an honest and accurate election system… why can’t we Republicans assert the same thing?”

Watch my @newsmax TV interview where I hammer President Biden’s damaging executive orders, Socialists’ costly and financially irresponsible COVID-19 spending bill and Nancy Pelosi’s dangerous and divisive proclamation that House Republicans are an “enemy within.”
There are two things that must happen when the polls close in America: Every LEGAL vote must be counted, and all sides must be allowed to observe the ballot counting. Americans deserve a fair election. Tina and I are praying for speedy and accurate results. #al01 #alpolitics

11:07 AM · Nov 6, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

Tonight I joined 25 of my @GOP colleagues in sending a letter to Speaker Pelosi demanding an investigation into the voting irregularities in the 2020 election. Americans should be able to have faith that our elections are free and fair. #al01 #alpolitics

7:32 PM · Dec 15, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
Our elections process has become chaotic, and it's time to address critical issues harming the integrity of our elections. #al01 #alpolitics

Yellowhammer News @yhn · Dec 16, 2020
U.S. Rep.-elects @CarlForAlabama, @RepBarryMoore sign on to letter to Pelosi urging investigations into alleged 2020 voter fraud
By @HenryThornton95 yellowhammernews.com/u-s-rep-e...
https://twitter.com/CarlForAlabama/status/1341544982902165504

Video: “We’ve got to keep pushing this, and we will do it after the 3rd when we’re sworn in. This freshman class is extremely motivated. We have a strong allegiance to the President. He has been there for every one of us when we needed it, and we’ll be there for him.”

The American people have strong questions and we are fighting for answers.

“This freshman class is extremely motivated. We have a strong allegiance to the President, he has been there for everyone of us, and we'll be there for him.”

#alpolitics #al01
Americans have the right to vote in free & fair elections, but many voters feel they were robbed of this opportunity in states where verified fraud & irregularities occurred. If given the opportunity to challenge electors from these states, I will. #al01

4:22 PM · Dec 29, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

Carl said he'll "certainly" challenge electors from such states when the opportunity arises. "President Trump has had our backs, and now is the time for us to have his as he rightfully pursues challenges to election fraud," Carl said.
DAY OF –

https://twitter.com/RepJerryCarl/status/1347007834744102914 (after riot)

Rep. Jerry Carl ➤
@RepJerryCarl

I have returned to the House floor to continue the business I was sent here to do. I’d like to thank the men and women of the Capitol Police and all other law enforcement for their valor today. #al01 #alpolitics

9:31 PM · Jan 6, 2021 from Washington, DC · Twitter for iPhone
POST-INSURRECTION –

https://twitter.com/RepJerryCarl/status/1347221255536189441 – Highlights added by staff.

Rep. Jerry Carl @RepJerryCarl

Due to overwhelming evidence of voter fraud and irregularities in Arizona and Pennsylvania, I voted to challenge fraudulent electors from both states. Read my full statement explaining why:

Congressman Jerry Carl Challenges Fraudulent Electors in Arizona, Pennsylvania

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Today, Congressman Jerry Carl (R-Mobile) announces he voted to challenge the fraudulent electors from Arizona and Pennsylvania due to overwhelming evidence of voter fraud and election irregularities in both states.

"After significant research into the numerous complaints of voter fraud and irregularities in both Arizona and Pennsylvania, I became convinced it was necessary for me to exercise my Constitutional duty to challenge the slate of electors from these two states. This was a decision I did not come to without thorough investigation and research, but the evidence of a significant lack of election integrity in both Arizona and Pennsylvania cannot be tolerated," said Carl in a statement.

Evidence of voter fraud and irregularities in Arizona and Pennsylvania arise from numerous verified witnesses and elected officials.

Arizona’s election officials refused to allow the inspection of signed envelopes or images of signed envelopes containing mail-in ballots, and multiple witnesses say legal observers were not allowed to observe the verification of signatures at the Maricopa County Tabulation Center. Observers were forced to sit at a table far from the computer monitors and were told to use binoculars to read the screens.

Pennsylvania’s Supreme Court altered the state’s election law just seven weeks before the general election by deciding that mail-in ballots could be counted up to three days after election day, when state law provided that all mail-in ballots must be received by 8:00 pm on election night. The state Supreme Court also ruled that ballots without a postmark would be counted and signatures on the mail-in ballots do not need to be counted, when state law required ballots to be postmarked appropriately and contain a verified signature.

Members of Pennsylvania’s State Senate expressed their grave concerns to the U.S. Congress in a January 5, 2021, letter, asking Congress to “delay certification of the Electoral College to allow time..."
A few minutes ago I voted against the House Democrats’ resolution impeaching President Trump. I voted no because the reasons cited in the article failed to reach the necessary threshold for impeachment. The President has publicly conceded the election and committed to (1/3)

5:48 PM · Jan 13, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone

a peaceful transition of power, and I trust he will uphold this promise to ensure a smooth transition to the next administration. With only a few days left until January 20th, I believe impeachment further divides the American people at a time when unity is needed. (2/3)

I remain committed to doing the job I was elected to do, rather than wasting time on Nancy Pelosi’s vendetta against President Trump. #al01 #alpolitics (3/3)
BARRY MOORE (R-AL-02)
Member, House Agriculture Committee; Member, House Veterans’ Affairs Committee

PRE-INSURRECTION –


Barry Moore Retweeted

#ThePersistence 🌼 @ScottPresler · Nov 9
Pennsylvania House Speaker is calling for a full audit of election results before certification.

Our rallies at the Harrisburg Capitol made a difference.


Barry Moore Retweeted

Sam Peters - #American 🌼 @SamPetersNevada · Nov 9
Stay the course @realDonaldTrump!

#TRUMP2020ToSaveAmerica


Barry Moore Retweeted

Dan Crenshaw 🌼 @DanCrenshawTX · Nov 9
Biden supporters, faced with a loss, geared up for riots. Businesses boarded up in fear.

Trump supporters, faced with a loss, geared up to fight in court.

This difference matters.

Media elites can stop finger wagging at folks using a legitimate process to make their case, ok?

Barry Moore 🌍@RepBarryMoore · Nov 10
Overnight @RealClearNews took #Pennsylvania and moved it back in the undecided column. #GEORGIA seems to be next. Now call #NorthCarolina and #Alaska for #Trump

Donald J. Trump 🌍@realDonaldTrump
Georgia will be a big presidential win, as it was the night of the Election!


Kevin McCullough 🌍@KMCRadio · Nov 10
It’s odd is it not how "precisely" the #MichiganGlitch was able to take "exact" amounts & each time give that exact amount to @JoeBiden? It never went the other way. Take these numbers & double them as the difference in totals. PA & WI are already flipped.

ow.ly/RiDX36rjYf

On Saturday:
In MI it was 6,000 votes in Antirim Co.

Since then:
In MI it was exactly 1,127 votes.
In PA it was exactly 19,958 votes.
In GA it was exactly 1,902 votes.
In WI it was exactly 13,400 votes.
In WI it was exactly 9,516 votes.

All of the “glitches” went only one direction.

**Barry Moore** @RepBarryMoore · Nov 10
Bellwether states Ohio and Florida have been predicting Presidential races since the turn of the 20th century. They both went for Trump then Republican candidates outperform down the ballot. Including NY and California

#ElectionIntegrityMatters


**Barry Moore Retweeted**

**Marjorie Taylor Greene** 🇺🇸 @mtgreenee · Nov 10
Let’s look at some absentee voting history.

2012: Obama received 87,487
2016: Clinton received 96,417
2020: Biden received 849,182

Notice anything fishy?

StopTheBidenSteal.com


**Barry Moore Retweeted**

**Kayleigh McEnany** 📺 @kayleighmcenany · Nov 12
NEW sworn affidavits filed under penalty of perjury will be filed today in Pennsylvania alleging election irregularities.

I will discuss ongoing Pennsylvania litigation on @foxandfriends with @ainsleyearhardt, @kilmeade & @SteveDoocy at 8 am ET!

Barry Moore • @RepBarryMoore · 6h
But somehow @realDonaldTrump lost in a landslide yet down the ballot in Democrat states Republicans keep winning congrats @YoungKimCA

Josh Caplan • @joshdcaplan
AP: Republican Young Kim wins election to House in California’s 39th Congressional District, beating Democrat Rep. Gil Cisneros
https://projects.propublica.org/politwoops/tweet/1332485132280848384 (Nov. 27 – retweet)

BarryMoore (R-Ala.)
@RepBarryMoore

RT @kylenabecker: MICHIGAN.熨 "Biden achieved 97% of all additional new votes above 2016 election total & achieved 151% more new votes than... new registrations..."

It looks like this tweet was not replaced.

Kyle Becker
@kylenabecker

MICHIGAN.熨

"Biden achieved 97% of all additional new votes above 2016 election total & achieved 151% more new votes than... new registrations..."

These statistical anomalies would keep political scientists up at night if it were against any president *not* named Trump▼

6. At a county or district level of analysis, statistical anomalies appear in even greater ratios. For example, in the township of Livonia, Wayne County, which was a majority Republican county in the 2016 General Election, showed Biden gain 3.3 new voters to every 1 new Trump voter. Biden also achieved 97% of all additional new votes above 2016 General Election total vote sum Livonia, as well as achieved 151% more new votes than all total new registrations in the township, which is a significant mathematical curiosity.

7. Such local mathematical anomalies are not seen in all townships of both Wayne and Oakland Counties, but rather only a select few.

8. I constructed a mathematical model that subtracted out local statistical anomalies and renormalized them according to their 2016 ratios, all while keeping pace with the additional turnout for Trump as a control. This allowed me to quantify a predicted number of anomalous votes per county, which are listed at the end of the Declaration. In all, I identified some 40,771 votes as statistically anomalous in Wayne County (outside Detroit), and some 46,155 votes in Oakland County.
Social Media Review

https://projects.propublica.org/politwoops/tweet/1333273627475767304 (Nov. 29 – retweet)

![BarryMoore (R-Ala.)](image)

BarryMoore (R-Ala.)
@RepBarryMoore

RT @kylenabecker: If you think this is *just* about Trump and Biden, you're dead wrong. This is WAY BIGGER than any two political candidate... QT @MazinAlEshaiker: @kylenabecker I'm now hearing from people in the Middle East and other countries that there is no point of voting i... https://t.co/G1bAIiLZh85

Deleted after 8 weeks about 19 hours ago. Original tweet by @kylenabecker.  

*It looks like this tweet was not replaced.*

![Mazin Al-Eshaiker](image)

Mazin Al-Eshaiker
@MazinAlEshaiker

Replies to @kylenabecker

I'm now hearing from people in the Middle East and other countries that there is no point of voting in their countries' election, because if the gold standard of free and fair elections (the US) can be rigged, then their countries' elections are definitely rigged, too!

9:49 AM · Nov 29, 2020 · Twitter for Android

https://projects.propublica.org/politwoops/tweet/1333218108501266432 (Dec. 1 – retweet)

![BarryMoore (R-Ala.)](image)

BarryMoore (R-Ala.)
@RepBarryMoore

RT @BrandonStraka: ARIZONA and PENNSYLVANIA and GEORGIA- come out tomorrow morning and SUPPORT in your respective states. HOLD THE LIN... https://t.co/mAabISQ4OT

Deleted after 6 weeks at 9:34 PM on 18 Jan. Original tweet by @BrandonStraka.  

*It looks like this tweet was not replaced.*
https://projects.propublica.org/politwoops/tweet/1332610867683348480 (Dec. 4 – retweet)

BarryMoore (R-Ala.)
@RepBarryMoore

RT @kylenabecker: CNN: "So, the outcome would be to re-elect Donald Trump. Trump doesn't need to do anything other than to simply acc... https://t.co/idUZAlg7n

*It looks like this tweet was not replaced.*

Kyle Becker
@kylenabecker

CNN: "So, the outcome would be to re-elect Donald Trump. Trump doesn't need to do anything other than to simply accept this outcome, which is Constitutional."

Biden voters, here's your chance to *scream internally.* ◀️

17:39 - 27 Jan 2020
Social Media Review

https://projects.propublica.org/politwoops/tweet/1336397632957263873 (Dec. 9 – retweet)

BarryMoore (R-Ala.)
@RepBarryMoore

RT @Raiklin: Depending on SCOTUS & Legislatures, Jan 6 may be a PPV event of our lifetime! Listen to every word @RepMoBrooks says, twice.... QT @RepMoBrooks ; MUST WATCH: Today’s House Floor speech focused on en masse vote by mail schemes that are rife with voter fraud empl... https://t.co/M8CTZCYXli)

Deleted after 1 week at 10:57 AM on 16 Dec. Original tweet by @Raiklin.

It looks like this tweet was not replaced.
https://projects.propublica.org/politwoops/tweet/1339993129953443840 (Dec. 21 – retweet)

BarryMoore (R-Ala.)
@RepBarryMoore

RT @Raiklin: How many US House & US Senate Seats were stolen on Nov 3, 2020?
1. If 5-7 House Seats flip due to fraud
2. Republican majority in House
3. May Change States’ Electoral submissions & Jan 6 Presidential Election

@GenFlynn @SidneyPowell1 @LLInWood @RudyGiuliani @JennaEllisEsq

Mo Brooks, Marjorie Taylor Greene , Barry Moore and 2 others

Show this thread
Barry Moore 🧿 @RepBarryMoore · Dec 21
We have agreed to contest delegates in Congress from states where election laws were broken #January6th #StopTheSteal #ElectionIntegrity need one US Senator to join us #12thAmendment #HoldTheLine

Rep. Matt Gaetz 🧿 @RepMattGaetz
Democracy is left undefended if we accept the result of a stolen election without fighting with every bit of vigor we can muster.

Barry Moore 🧿 @RepBarryMoore · Dec 21
Remove the foreign aid from this bill! Or at least give it to the #American people, give them back some of their money!!! don’t dole it out to other countries while your own citizens suffer. #OpenUpAmericaNOW #StopTheSteal now has more than one meaning

Techno Fog @Techno_Fog
The Stimulus Bill:

The gov’t closes the economy. You lose your job. You face eviction….

Barry Moore 🧿 @RepBarryMoore · Dec 21
I will be sworn in on January 3rd add me to the list #January6th

Mark Meadows 🧿 @MarkMeadows
Several members of Congress just finished a meeting in the Oval Office with President @realDonaldTrump, preparing to fight back against mounting evidence of voter fraud….
Barry Moore Retweeted

Kenny @Kenny_Sowellfan · Dec 21

Replying to @realDonaldTrump @BrianKempGA and 2 others

“Some Americans will never appreciate America, until after they have helped destroy it, and have then begun to suffer the consequences.” - Thomas Sowell

Barry Moore Retweeted

Marjorie Taylor Greene 🇺🇸 @mtg · Dec 21

@realDonaldTrump deserves his day in court. AND we are definitely going to give him his day in Congress.

We have a rapidly growing group of House Members and Senators.

Jan 6 challenge is on 🇺🇸

Call your Rep: 202-225-3121

Call your Senators: 202-224-3121

#FightForTrump!

Barry Moore @RepBarryMoore · Dec 21
If #ChiefJusticeRoberts said he did not want to hear a case for fear of riots… I hAve NeWS For You: we are now mob ruled! #ElectionIntegrityMatters #StopTheSteal2020


Barry Moore Retweeted
Washington Examiner @dceexaminer · Dec 21
"The number of possible illegal votes ... tops 379,000 ballots, more than twice the alleged victory margin of Joe Biden."

Navarro updates report to show 379,000 "possible illegal votes" for @JoeBiden in Michigan over @realDonaldTrump.


Barry Moore @RepBarryMoore · Dec 22
We are gonna make a stand on #January6th prayers appreciated pivotal times in our nation’s history. twitter.com/sebgorka/statu…

This Tweet is unavailable.


Barry Moore @RepBarryMoore · Dec 22
For sure im in!

Marjorie Taylor Greene 🇺🇸🇺🇸 @mtgreenee
RT if you will #FightForTrump
Show this thread
Barry Moore 🧵@RepBarryMoore · Dec 22
But if they don’t we will #January6th

Jenna Ellis 🧵@JennaEllisEsq
The judicial branch has failed the American people.
The state legislatures do not need a court order…

Barry Moore 🧵@RepBarryMoore · Dec 22
We welcome #Senators and #other #Congressmen to join us #StopTheSteal2020 #ElectionIntegrity #January6th @realDonaldTrump needs us he has been with us now let’s stand for him! I'm in!!!

Marjorie Taylor Greene 🇺🇸 🧵@mtggreen
My President is FIGHTING!!!
And so will WE!!!

On Jan 6th, Members and Senators who REFUSE to allow The People’s…

Barry Moore 🧵@RepBarryMoore · Dec 23
The coup continues! @SpeakerPelosi uses a crisis to exploit balance of power between branches of Government. Mainly weakening @realDonaldTrump from #StopTheSteal2020 #ElectionIntegrityMatters #HoldTheLinePatriots twitter.com/chuckca...

Barry Moore Retweeted

Donald J. Trump 🔄 @realDonaldTrump · Dec 23
After seeing the massive Voter Fraud in the 2020 Presidential Election, I disagree with anyone that thinks a strong, fast, and fair Special Counsel is not needed, IMMEDIATELY. This was the most corrupt election in the history of our Country, and it must be closely examined!


Barry Moore Retweeted

Mark Brnovich 🔄 @GeneralBrnovich · Dec 23
Two individuals accused of ballot harvesting during August 2020 primary election indicted in Yuma County.

Guillermina Fuentes and Alma Juarez, both of San Luis, were both indicted for 1 count each of Ballot Abuse. Ballot Abuse is a class 6 felony in AZ.


Barry Moore 🔄 @RepBarryMoore · Dec 24
So many Republicans said during this campaign cycle they would fight to #KAG it begins with fighting for @realDonaldTrump #ElectionIntegrity now! A friend in need is friend indeed! #January6th

Marjorie Taylor Greene 🇺🇸 🔄 @mtggreenie
@senatemajldr should support @realDonaldTrump and join our objection on Jan 6th!

Look at how much President Trump’s endorsement...
https://projects.propublica.org/politwoops/tweet/1342179136652111872 (Dec. 24)

BarryMoore (R-Ala.)
@RepBarryMoore

You can vote your way into #Socialism and eventually you end up with #Communism. One there you have to shoot your way out government never graciously gives you back your freedoms & certainly not your money. QT (Dec. 24)

@StockShaman: yup I tell you what #GreatReset #coivd19 #WEF https://t.co/hIpcetOnoiD) Deleted after 5 hours at 6:58 PM on 24 Dec. ☢️

It looks like this tweet was not replaced.

StockShaman 🕵️
@StockShaman

yup I tell you what #GreatReset #coivd19 #WEF

12:26 AM · Dec 24, 2020 · Twitter Web App
Social Media Review

https://projects.propublica.org/politwoops/tweet/1342257840724062214 (Dec. 24 – retweet)

BarryMoore (R-Ala.)
@RepBarryMoore

RT @realDonaldTrump: VOTER FRAUD IS NOT A CONSPIRACY THEORY, IT IS A FACT!!!
Deleted after 2 minutes at 6:58 PM on 24 Dec. Original tweet by @realDonaldTrump./twitter

It looks like this tweet was not replaced.


Barry Moore @RepBarryMoore · Dec 24
Extremely excited I continue to see our class rally to defend @realDonaldTrump #117congress is no joke! @mtgreenee @DHarshbargerTN1 @GoodForCongress @laurenboebert @CawthomforNC the list grows daily #StopTheSteal #HoldTheLine #ElectionIntegrityMatters

Lauren Boebert @laurenboebert
Guided by the US Constitution and my responsibility to my constituents, I will object to the Electoral College results on January 6th.


Barry Moore @RepBarryMoore · 23h
We sure could use this much needed help from the senate!
#ElectionIntegrityMatters #StopTheSteal2020 #HoldTheLine

Norno. 🇺🇸 🇺🇸 🇺🇸 @AlamoPong
OANN: These six Senators lean toward joining 12 House members to challenge State electors (forcing debate): Rand Paul KY, Ted Cruz TX, Josh Hawley MO, David Perdue GA, Tommy Tuberville AL, Marsha Blackburn TN, Kelly Loeffler GA, John Kennedy LA....
Show this thread
https://projects.propublica.org/politwoops/tweet/1342826743426641922 (Dec. 26 – retweet)

**BarryMoore (R-Ala.)**
@RepBarryMoore

RT @realDonaldTrump: The “Justice” Department and the FBI have done nothing about the 2020 Presidential Election Voter Fraud, the bigges...
https://t.co/zuVpYvsCo6

*Deleted after 6 minutes at 8:44 AM on 26 Dec. Original tweet by @realDonaldTrump.*


Barry Moore 📣 @RepBarryMoore · 9h
This tweet is currently pinned @Mike_Pence account lets trust him to fight and to lead the charge on #January6th momentum is building #StopTheSteal2020 #HoldTheLinePatriots #ElectionIntegrity #ElectionIntegrityMatters

Mike Pence 📣 @Mike_Pence
We’re going to keep fighting until every legal vote is counted and every illegal vote is thrown out! And we will never stop fighting to MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN! 🇺🇸
Show this thread
https://projects.propublica.org/politwoops/tweet/1343187229259288576 (Dec. 27 – retweet)

BarryMoore (R-Ala.)
@RepBarryMoore

RT @JanJekielek: @GenFlynn: "This election...is a crucible moment in our history." Empires come & go. Nation-states fail...Are we st... https://t.co/KdSnOkKWYY

Deleted after 36 minutes at 9:08 AM on 27 Dec. Original tweet by @JanJekielek.

@GenFlynn: "This election...is a crucible moment in our history."

"Empires come & go. Nation-states fail...Are we still growing as the beacon of hope for the rest of the world? I still believe that...[but] we will not last forever..."

PREMIERE 9 pm ET: ept.ms/34NIWWI

as an American citizen, nevermind somebody who served

Gen. Flynn: "This election...is a crucible moment in our history."

7:07 PM · Dec 26, 2020 · Twitter Media Studio

Barry Moore @RepBarryMoore · 9h
In 10 days we will take a stand! #January6th #StopTheSteal2020
#BidenCheated2020 #ElectionIntegrityMatters #HoldTheLinePatriots
#nevernevernevergiveup

Marjorie Taylor Greene 🇺🇸 @mtgreenee
In ten days, I'll join with my colleagues on the House floor in objecting to the Electoral College certification so the American people can see the clear evidence of voter fraud that occurred across this country on November...

Show this thread


Barry Moore Retweeted

Donald J. Trump @realDonaldTrump · 9h
If a Democrat Presidential Candidate had an Election Rigged & Stolen, with proof of such acts at a level never seen before, the Democrat Senators would consider it an act of war, and fight to the death. Mitch & the Republicans do NOTHING, just want to let it pass. NO FIGHT!
Social Media Review

https://projects.propublica.org/politwoops/tweet/1342929476691386381 (Dec. 28 – retweet)

**BarryMoore (R-Ala.)**
@RepBarryMoore

RT @RyanAFournier: So true @alexbruesewitz! Fight for @realDonaldTrump or we will help primary every single RINO in 2022! RT if you are s... QT @alexbruesewitz: Republicans have NOTHING to lose by objecting to the results of a RIGGED election on January 6th. However, they ha... https://t.co/fKbk9IsWYr

Deleted after 2 weeks at 11:31 PM on 11 Jan. Original tweet by @RyanAFournier

It looks like this tweet was not replaced.

Ryan Fournier
@RyanAFournier

So true @alexbruesewitz!

Fight for @realDonaldTrump or we will help primary every single RINO in 2022!

RT if you are sick of all talk, no action, RINO hacks!

Alex Bruesewitz @alexbruesewitz
Republicans have NOTHING to lose by objecting to the results of a RIGGED election on January 6th.

However, they have EVERYTHING to lose if they don't....

11:17 AM - 26 Dec 2020


Barry Moore @RepBarryMoore 2h

We will fight for the man who has stood for us! We need #senators to join us #January6 #StopTheSteal #BidenCheated2020

Ryan Fournier @RyanAFournier

I voted for the man who gave up his wealth for my country.

NOT the man who gave up my country for his wealth.
https://twitter.com/RepBarryMoore/status/1346467019428929536

Rep. Barry Moore
@RepBarryMoore

I ran for Congress to uphold our Constitution & fight for the right to bear arms. I just didn’t know I’d be fighting for the rights for Members of Congress to do the same in the U.S. Capitol. When Democrats tried to stop us from exercising those rights, we fought back & won! 🇺🇸

Rep. Lauren Boebert
@RepBoebert · Jan 4

I ran for Congress and took an oath to support and defend the Constitution.

That fight began in earnest as Democrats attempted to stop Members of Congress from exercising their Second Amendment rights.

I led 82 of my colleagues in fighting back and today we won! #2A

9:42 AM · Jan 5, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone
https://twitter.com/jeff_poor/status/1346702352238206982 (retweet)

**Audio:** "I told them I wanted to join the fight and momentum is building. It's a pivotal time in our country and we need to stand for election integrity above all things… We've got to fight for election integrity for the future of this country… A lot of people don't think we can win this fight but we have to fight."

@RepBarryMoore on Electoral College Challenge: ‘Momentum Is Building --- We Need to Stand for Election Integrity Above All Things’
breitbart.com/clips/2021/01/... via @BreitbartNews

GOP Rep. Moore on Electoral College Challenge: 'Momentum Is Building --- We ... Tuesday, during an appearance on Mobile, AL radio’s FM Talk 105.5, Rep. Barry Moore (R-AL), a supporter of the Republican-led Electoral College challenge on ... breitbart.com
DAY OF –

https://twitter.com/RepBarryMoore/status/1346816413298798595 (before riot)

Today’s the day.

@realDonaldTrump fought for me.

Now, I’m ready to fight for him & the 75 million Trump voters across this great nation.

Who’s with me?

#StopTheSteal #January6th

8:50 AM · Jan 6, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone

https://projects.propublica.org/politwoops/tweet/1346665411664867328 (before riot – retweet)

BarryMoore (R-Ala.)
@BarryMoore

RT @EricTrump: Yup! QT @realDonaldTrump: Looks like they are setting up a big “voter dump” against the Republican candidates. Waiting to see how many votes they need?

Deleted after 1 day at 9:08 AM on 07 Jan. Original tweet by @EricTrump. 

It looks like this tweet was not replaced.
https://twitter.com/RepBarryMoore/status/1346870181201645568 (before riot)

Rep. Barry Moore 🎥
@RepBarryMoore

Formal objections filed. Today, we take @realDonaldTrump’s and the people’s fight to the House floor 🇺🇸
https://twitter.com/RepBarryMoore/status/1346879332342509569 (before riot)

In Georgia alone, we saw votes come from:

- 66,000+ underage registrants
- 10,000+ dead people
- 4,900+ registered in another state
- 2,500+ felons
- 2,400+ weren’t on GA voter rolls

We cannot simply ignore these numbers.

It’s time to fight for what’s right.

1:00 PM • Jan 6, 2021 • Twitter for iPhone
BarryMoore (R-Ala.)
@BarryMoore

RT @newsmax: "Contrary to what the media would like you to believe - most of the people that were here in Washington were peaceful... https://t.co/cs86cuEF7B

Deleted after 15 hours at 11:58 AM on 07 Jan. Original tweet by @newsmax.

"Contrary to what the media would like you to believe - most of the people that were here in Washington were peaceful," @thecjpearson tells @GregKellyUSA nws.mx/tv
POST-INSURRECTION –

https://projects.propublica.org/politwoops/tweet/1347571755678896129 (Jan. 8 – retweet)

**BarryMoore (R-Ala.)**
@BarryMoore

RT @KyleMason365: Get this trending Patriots! RETWEET
https://t.co/zlVbaEqueG5

 Deleted after 41 seconds at 10:52 AM on 08 Jan. Original tweet by @KyleMason365. 🐦 🌐

*It looks like this tweet was not replaced.*

Kyle Mason 🇺🇸 😀 Gab & Mumblit @KyleMason365
@KyleMason365

Get this trending Patriots! RETWEET

---

John Sullivan
@activistjohn

John Sullivan, 26, the founder of Insurgence USA, a group for racial justice and police reform.

Anti-Trump Founder of Radical Left-Wing Group “Insurgence USA” John Sullivan, Incited Insurgence of US Capitol

10:49 PM - Jan 7, 2021 - Twitter for iPhone
Note: Rep. Moore’s personal twitter account was suspended shortly after these tweets. He then deleted his account claiming Twitter was censoring conservative voices.

https://twitter.com/jamiedupree/status/1348382286471958530

Barely an hour after I pointed out a pair of tweets about the US Capitol attack made by Rep. Barry Moore R-AL, the Alabama Republican deleted his personal Twitter account @barrymoore.

In this one, Moore made light of one of the arrests from the attack.

jamiedupree.substack.com/p/alabama-repu...
Moore also made this tweet on Saturday night about the US Capitol Police officer who shot and killed a woman as she tried to get into a lobby off the House floor, where lawmakers were sheltering from the attack by Trump supporters.

@BarryMoore

@mtgreenee @NARAL I Understand it was a black police officer that shot the white female veteran. You know that doesn’t fit the narrative.

Deleted after 1 minute about 19 hours ago.
MIKE ROGERS (R-AL-03)  
Ranking Member, House Armed Services Committee  
PRE-INSURRECTION –

https://twitter.com/MikeRogersCamp/status/1324504178740260864

Mike Rogers Campaign  
@MikeRogersCamp

As the election continues and the legal battles begin to protect @realdonaldtrump and his victory, anyone that has evidence or a firsthand account of suspicious activity should submit their account here:

Voter Fraud Report Form  
Formstack Form - Voter Fraud Report Form  
defendyourballot.formstack.com

7:09 PM · Nov 5, 2020 · Echofon

https://twitter.com/TTuberville/status/1324521345615601670 (retweet)

Mike Rogers Campaign Retweeted

Tommy Tuberville  
@TTuberville

The election results are out of control. It’s like the whistle has blown, the game is over, and the players have gone home, but the referees are suddenly adding touchdowns to the other team’s side of the scoreboard.

Learn about US 2020 election security efforts

8:17 PM · Nov 5, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
https://twitter.com/GOPLeader/status/1324759580472127491 (retweet)

Mike Rogers Retweeted

Kevin McCarthy 👍
@GOPLeader

Far from over. Republicans will not back down from this battle.

12:04 PM · Nov 6, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/SteveScalise/status/1324783837549862912 (retweet)

Mike Rogers Retweeted

Steve Scalise 👍
@SteveScalise

Every single American citizen should be demanding all of this:

- Transparency
- Count all legal votes
- Do not count any illegal votes
- Observation of ballot sorting and counting by both parties
- Election laws enforced as written

Republicans won’t quit fighting.

1:40 PM · Nov 6, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
Mike Rogers 🌟
@RepMikeRogersAL

Count the legal ballots only!

Steve Scalise 🌟  @SteveScalise · Nov 7, 2020
The election isn’t over until all legal votes are counted and certified. There are still serious legal challenges that have been made, and until that process is resolved, the election is not final.

The American people deserve a fair and transparent process.

4:05 PM · Nov 7, 2020 · Echofon

Mike Rogers 🌟
@RepMikeRogersAL

Unfortunately, some states are utterly incompetent at running an election. Many Americans will view the 2020 election in doubt because of the operations of these states. And that will only undermine the integrity in our institutions going forward.

7:35 PM · Nov 8, 2020 · Echofon

Mike Rogers 🌟
@RepMikeRogersAL

Alabama does elections right. Every one of the battleground states should do themselves and our nation a favor and call @JohnHMerrill for help.

7:37 PM · Nov 8, 2020 · Echofon
One week later and we still don’t have vote counts from some states. Does it take that long to count legal votes?

Rest assured, I am standing in support of the Texas case before the Supreme Court. I am deeply concerned about protecting the integrity of our future elections.

THANK YOU @RepMikeRogersAL for your leadership & for standing with us for election integrity on the Members of Congress brief to the Supreme Court.

The clerical error that left your name and 19 others off the filing yesterday is being corrected this morning!
Today we filed w/ #SCOTUS a technical correction to our amicus brief, to add these 20 Members who should have been listed yesterday. Total # of Members is now 126.

Be assured ALL House Republicans are committed to doing all we can to ensure the integrity of our election system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Leader Kevin McCarthy (CA-23)</th>
<th>Barry Loudermilk (GA-11)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robert Aderholt (AL-04)</td>
<td>Steven Palazzo (MS-04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jodey Arrington (TX-19)</td>
<td>Greg Pence (IN-06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Babin (TX-36)</td>
<td>Bill Posey (FL-08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doug Collins (GA-09)</td>
<td><strong>Mike Rogers (AL-03)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott DesJarlais (TN-04)</td>
<td>Pete Stauber (MN-08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Griffith (VA-09)</td>
<td>Greg Steube (FL-17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jim Hagedorn (MN-01)</td>
<td>Jeff Van Drew (NJ-02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jody Hice (GA-10)</td>
<td>Mark Walker (NC-06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billy Long (MO-07)</td>
<td>Jackie Walorski (IN-02)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4:02 PM · Dec 11, 2020 · Twitter Web App
18 House colleagues joined me in sending a letter to @senatemajldr, @SpeakerPelosi, and various House & Senate committee chairs seeking election fraud hearings ahead of the Jan 6th Electoral College vote submissions.

12:29 PM · Dec 17, 2020 · Twitter Web App
https://twitter.com/RepMoBrooks/status/1339623801080983552 (retweet)

Mike Rogers Retweeted

Mo Brooks 🔄
@RepMoBrooks

Replying to @RepMoBrooks

Our letter requests the recipients do their jobs & conduct voter fraud & election theft hearings & investigations so that Congressmen & Senators will be better informed when Congress faces questions about the legitimacy of various federal elections held on November 3, 2020.

12:29 PM · Dec 17, 2020 · Twitter Web App
On January 6th, I will vote against the Electoral College results for the 2020 election. There are far too many instances of alleged voter fraud that have called the legitimacy of the election results into question.

1:50 PM · Jan 4, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone

Reposting to @RepMikeRogersAL

In addition, election officials in certain states appeared to have deliberately acted in an unconstitutional manner to manipulate the results. These allegations of election fraud must be thoroughly investigated before Congress can act.

The results of a handful of states critical to both campaigns are in serious doubt. Our elections should be free, fair and transparent. The 2020 election was not. Therefore, I will object to the results of the Electoral College.
POST-INSURRECTION –

https://twitter.com/RepMikeRogersAL/status/1349477042711109640

Mike Rogers @RepMikeRogersAL · Jan 13
Today I voted against the impeachment of President Trump. This action by Speaker Pelosi will only further divide our nation. Just like yesterday when she proceeded with a vote on a resolution concerning the 25th Amendment even after Vice President Pence rejected it.

Mike Rogers @RepMikeRogersAL

Replying to @RepMikeRogersAL.

The partisan political divide in our nation can only begin to be addressed by instilling confidence in our elections. Our nation would be better served if Pelosi would work with Republicans to bring trust and confidence in our elections rather than to further divide our nation.

5:02 PM · Jan 13, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone

###